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Part I
1. Introduction
During the mid twentieth century, there was an assumption amongst many psychologists and
scientists – including the medical profession – that babies would grow healthily if they were simply given
feeds regularly – and that their attachment to their mother was simply because she was the one who
usually provided the feeds1;2. Amongst some of the behaviourist professionals, there was a denial that
human infants need love, care, and nurturing. In touch mothers knew this to be nonsense from an inner
knowing and feeling level.
During the following decades, research on attachment dynamics increasingly confirmed what most
mothers had known all along: that a wholesome mother-infant relationship – in terms of nurturing, love,
and play – is crucial for the well-being of the infant and growing child. There is a two-way bio-dance going
on between the mother and child [see, for example, Trevarthen 2009].
This paper looks at these developments, with particular reference to the work of Rene Spitz, John
Bowlby, Harlow, Mary Ainsworth and Winnicott. In particular, we will focus on some of the key aspects of
the Infant Strange Situation and how this relates to secure and insecure attachment.
Insecure Attachment in childhood can lead to long term relational, stress, and health problems
that may afflict individuals for the rest of their lives – if the underlying matters are not addressed.
However, research indicates that even if we have had an insecure beginning, we can with appropriate help
/ mentoring still develop a secure attachment, which Margaret Wilkinson describes as “learned” [Wilkinson
2010 page 4 – and see later in this article]. Sometimes this has been described as “earned secure
attachment”: Wilkinson feels that the term “earned” is inappropriate as a secure attachment in childhood
to our mother (primary carer) should be the birth right of all humans [Margaret Wilkinson: in a talk to Jung
Seminars Scotland on 05-04-2014].
In the companion article [B20], we look at these dynamics more from the perspective of neurophysiology, rather than the field studies of, for example, Bowlby and Ainsworth.

1

Panksepp 1998 p 262 – see below.
Sometimes call "Cupboard love”, meaning that any affection is motivated simply to gain something – for example the
next feed. It apparently derives from the observation that a domestic cat will go to a cupboard displaying “affection” if
in the cupboard is its next feed.
2
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Part II
Spitz, Harlow and Hospitalism within a historical context
2.1 Introduction
Panksepp summarises the crisis in child care in the mid twentieth century brought about by certain
behaviourists:
Only a few decades ago, behavioural scientists believed that social
bonds emerged from an animal’s experience of reinforcement contingencies
arising from the receipt of conventional rewards. The idea was that young
children loved their parents simply because they provided food, water,
shelter, and warmth. There was no evidence that the brain contained
emotional systems to directly mediate social bonds and social feelings. This
behaviourist view began to change when it was shown that human babies
fail to thrive if they do not receive physical affection. The classic studies of
Rene Spitz in the 1940s demonstrated that babies in orphanages needed
sustenance other that simply food and water to surviveone.
Panksepp 1998; p 2623
“There was no evidence that the brain contained emotional systems to directly mediate social
bonds and social feelings.” This statement of Panksepp is of interest as it indicates the extent to which the
scientific community had been taken over by “left brain” analytical type thinking, and disregarding gut
feelings, background feelings, and intuition [cf McGilchrist 2009; Damasio 1994].
We will now turn to the work of Rene Spitz.
2.2 Rene Spitz’s early work in the 1930s and 1950s, and the concept of Hospitalism
Rene Spitz, a psychoanalyst, focused his work particularly on the development of infants and young
children. “He was one of the first researchers who used direct child observation as an experimental
method—studying both healthy and unhealthy subjects. His greatest scientific contributions came from his
studies of the effects of maternal and emotional deprivation on infants.” [Spitz ex Wikipedia 2014]
For example, he found that infants in “spotless, up-to-date foundling homes” had some difficulty
in feeding and developed more slowly than they should. Subsequently, he visited a dilapidated, dirty
orphanage in Mexico and, to his surprise, found that the children were, by and large, thriving. He made
enquiries, and found that local village women would come in regularly to “feed, fondle, rock and sing to
these babies.” [Gordon 1996]
Later, Spitz recorded the effects in orphanages of increasing periods of time in which an infant was
separated from his mother – extending up to several months. In a harrowing YouTube clip, Spitz concludes:
A grouping of psychogenic diseases of infancy into Psycho-toxic Diseases and
Emotional Deficiency Diseases is suggested. The etiological factor underlying this
grouping is the quality of the mother-child relationship in the Psycho-toxic
Diseases, its quantity in the Emotional Deficiency Diseases.
This classification offers viewpoints that were useful both in therapy and
preventative psychiatry.
Spitz 1952
one

For an English summary of this work, see: Bowlby, J. 1980: Attachment and Loss, Volume 1: Attachment [footnote in original
Panksepp 1998 page 407 Chapter 14: 1 ]
3 A fuller description of the emergence of the behaviourists’ underlying philosophy can be found in Panksepp and Biven 2012 pp 5563.
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He uses the term “hospitalism” to denote the serious deterioration of infants after five months or
longer separation from their mothers. The first reference to Hospitalism is, however, much older – for
example, it is mentioned in the Archives on Pediatrics as early as 1897 [Crandall 1897, available on the
web]. A flavour of this article is given in the short extract below:
Conditions Requisite for the Successful Rearing of Infants
A study of hospitalism, and the strange tendency shown by infants to waste away in
apparently congenial surroundings, naturally leads to an inquiry regarding its causes. This in
turn leads to an inquiry regarding the conditions essential to the successful rearing of infants.
These conditions may be considered under three general headings, succinctly stated by Holt as
"care, fare, and air."
The care of the infant involves the important subjects of clothing, housing, and personal
hygiene. By modern methods perfection in clothing has been almost attained. Perfect personal
hygiene may also be obtained. In the changeable and hostile climate of northern latitudes
perfection of environment is almost impossible. In the home the very important question of
exercise for an infant may be successfully settled. The healthy infant, when awake, is in
constant motion. A certain amount of handling and changing of position is almost necessary for
good health. This, it is true, may be easily overdone, but the holding in the arms and fondling
which an infant receives from a judicious mother or nurse is decidedly beneficial. It is certain
that nature never designed that a baby should lie quietly in a crib from morning to night.
Crandall 1897
As we will see in due course, the whole concept that the quality of the mother-infant dyad was
crucial to the well-being and development of the child had not been appreciated by the (mainly male)
researchers of the time.
2.3 Harlow and monkeys
Harry Harlow researched into the effects of Wire and Cloth surrogate mothers on infant monkeys
[Harlow 1958; Harlow et al 1965]. He found that even if they could only get their feeds from the wire
mother, they would spend the rest of their time cuddling into the cloth mother. His research suggested to
him that infant monkeys, and by extrapolation human infants, need love, softness and nurturing – and not
just feeds.
However, Harlow, like Bowlby, had a hard time initially due to the prevailing behaviourist hold on
ideas and the direction of psychological research:
……….Noticing their attachment to the soft cloth of their diapers and the
psychological changes that correlated with the absence of a maternal figure,
Harlow sought to investigate the mother-infant bondHH. This relationship was
under fire in the early twentieth century as B.F. Skinner and the Behaviorists
took on John Bowlby in the discussion of the mother’s importance in the
development of the child, the nature of their relationship, and the impact of
physical contact between parent and child.
Wikipedia extract from Harry Harlow entry: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Harlow

HH

Suomi, S. J. and Leroy, H. A. (1982), In memoriam: Harry F. Harlow (1905–1981). Am. J. Primatol., 2: 319–342.
doi: 10.1002/ajp.1350020402 [i.e. reference in Wikipedia original]
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Harlow was describing in these monkeys what later was shown by Panksepp to be one of our
primary process emotions – that of Separation Distress – which manifests as PANIC and / or GRIEF
[Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012].
Wikipedia is not regarded as an appropriate source in academic circles; however, the above
describes well the historical context of Harlow’s work. To reinforce the above, a direct quote from
Panksepp and Biven seems apposite.

The results of animal research have been as robust and unequivocal as the
orphanage observations of Rene Spitz. The psychologist Harry Harlow’s (1958) wellknown research on isolated infant rhesus monkeys, along with the work by the biologist
John Paul Scott on lambs and dogs, demonstrated that when young animals are separated
from their mothers they cry for hours, even days (Scott and Fuller, 1998). They no longer
eat, and isolated monkeys fall into despair that resembles severe depression. Maternally
deprived infant monkeys will seek out any comfort they can find, including soft, inanimate
“terry-cloth mothers” in preference to hard, wire mothers that provide nourishment but
no solace. When this type of social isolation was sustained for a few months, the monkeys
exhibited lifelong problems in social adjustment. And those severe deficits are only partly
reversed if young monkeys are reared in the company of same-aged peers rather than
their mothers (Suomi, 2006). And these effects were transgenerational. One of the most
dreadful lifelong problems was found when emotionally deprived females grew up and
became mothers themselves. As a result of their own childhood deprivations, these
mothers were unable to respond adequately to their offspring. For example, female
rhesus monkeys raised in isolation tended to be timid and overly excitable in relation to
their young, and the mothers often neglected or abused their young (Harlow, 1958; Suomi
2006).
Panksepp and Biven 2012 p 320
The transgenerational effects are no doubt caused by epigenetic modulations on the genes of the
younglings, a subject we will be returning to in the linked article, B20. The above account by Panksepp and
Biven indicates that we have to be very cautious in judging those that fall short of what a mindful review of
research suggests are appropriate parenting skills; there but for the grace of our own “good enough”
upbringing go I / we all.
It was against this background – and in reaction against the simplistic assumptions of some
behaviourists – that Bowlby’s, Winnicott’s and Ainsworth’s work was going on.

Part III
Attachment and Loss – the work of Bowlby and Ainsworth
3.1 Bowlby
John Bowlby (1907-1990) was a British psychologist, psychiatrist, and psychoanalyst, who worked
at the Tavistock Clinic in London. He came to prominence after the Second World War. At that time there
was growing concern among many (non-behaviourist) clinicians about the impact of childhood deprivation.
In one of Bowlby’s early studies at the London Child Guidance Clinic, “he compared 44 juvenile thieves with
a matched control group and found that prolonged experiences of mother-child separation or deprivation
of maternal care were much more common among the thieves than the control group” [Ainsworth &
Bowlby 1989 / 1991 p 333; Bowlby 1944].
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Bowlby was subsequently asked to work for the WHO to bring together research from different
countries, and the result was his classic monograph: Maternal Care and Mental Health4 [Bowlby 1951;
1952].
Although he is probably now best known for his trilogy, “Attachment and Loss”, the seeds for this
later work were apparent in the WHO publication. In contrast to the behaviourists, Bowlby starts off by
indicating that there is a convergence of research in Europe and America on “certain central precepts”
[Bowlby 1952 p 11].
His theory was based on aetiological5 and ethological6 studies, and after indicating that the basic
principles of the theory will be discussed later in the monograph, he says:
For the moment, it is sufficient to say that what is believed to be essential for
mental health is that the infant and young child should experience a warm, intimate, and
continuous relationship with his mother (or mother substitute) in which both find
satisfaction and enjoyment. Given this relationship, the emotions of anxiety and guilt,
which in excess characterize mental ill-health, will develop in a moderate and organised
way. When this happens, the child’s characteristic and contradictory demands, on the one
hand for unlimited love from his parents and on the other hand for revenge upon them
when he feels that they do not love him enough, will likewise remain of moderate
strength and become amenable to the control of his gradually developing personality7. It
is this complex, rich, and rewarding relationship with the mother in the early years, varied
in countless ways by relations with the father and with siblings, that child psychiatrists and
many others now believe to underlie the development of character and of mental health.
A state of affairs in which the child does not have this relationship is termed
‘maternal deprivation’. This is a general term covering a number of different situations.
Thus, a child is deprived even though living at home if his mother (or permanent mothersubstitute) is unable to give him the loving care small children need. Again, a child is
deprived if for any reason he is removed from his mother’s care. This deprivation will be
relatively mild if he is then looked after by someone whom he has already learned to
know and trust, but may be considerable if the foster-mother, even though loving, is a
stranger….. These are examples of partial deprivation. They stand in contrast to the almost
complete deprivation which is still not uncommon in institutions, residential nurseries,
and hospitals, where the child often has no one person who cares for him in a personal
way and with whom he may feel secure.
Bowlby 1952 pp 11-12
Bowlby had himself experienced significant loss in his own childhood; he was born of middle class
parents, and as was common at that time, he and his siblings were brought up by the family nanny; and he
would generally only see his own mother for an hour or so each evening8. In that age (around 1911) middle
class English parents took the view that “attention and affection would lead to dangerous spoiling of the
children” [Wikipedia on Bowlby 2015]. At the age of 4, Bowlby’s “beloved nursemaid Minnie” left the
family, and was replaced by a much less nurturing woman.

4

Also later published in a popular edition known as: “Child Care and the Growth of Love” [Bowlby 1953].
Aetiology: “The study of the causes of disease; the cause of disease” CED 2011 p 26
6
Ethology: “The study of the behaviour of animals in their normal environment” CED 2011 p 568. Bowlby’s early
work, and Ainsworth’s Uganda studies, are a classical example of this.
7
And now we would add the gradual maturation of the child’s pre-frontal cortex, which at a young age is not
sufficiently developed to be able to regulate disturbing affect.
8
My own mother, who was born in 1909, had similar experiences.
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It is possible that these experiences were crucial in his choice of career – and to devoting his life to
work relating to attachment and loss [Bowlby 1969; 1973; 1980]. While much of his evidence for his
attachment theory was based on epidemiological and ethological studies, he continued his clinical work
with children and families [Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989 p 336].
His life work has had a profound effect in many areas – including education, social work, hospital
visiting hours, and our understanding of family dynamics. To take one of these, visiting hours in children’s
hospitals: it was common practice for visiting to be limited to two or three days a week (as was the case in
Bromley hospital, Kent); whereas now it is normally allowed on a daily basis.
3.2 An interlude – sharing ideas in an Autogenic Group
There is now increasing awareness of the importance of the nurturing nature of parenthood
compared with a few generations ago (referring to the western world). In a recent Autogenic Training
group, in Session V, we discussed the sorts of feelings / reactions we might experience as an eight-month
old child if our mother (or primary care giver) went out of the room – and the minutes gradually began to
tick by. Members of the group came up with the following:

Figure 3.2
Some Emotions / Reactions commonly associated with a child’s
(short term) separation from mother
(Generated in an Autogenic Training Group)
Comments on Figure 3.2
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

Primordial Anxiety is linked in with Separation Distress and PANIC; such
anxiety is the most fundamental form of anxiety that humans experience.
[Panksepp 1998].
o It is helpful to distinguish this form of anxiety from our
FEAR circuits, which have their origins within flight / fight
modalities.
Screaming can be linked in with RAGE circuits.
Feeling abandoned is clearly linked to Separation Distress; in childhood this
can manifest as PANIC; in adults as GRIEF [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp and
Biven 2012].
Not feeling loved can morph into feeling unlovable; and low self-esteem.
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3.3 Ainsworth meets Bowlby
Mary Ainsworth (nee Salter) worked as a research student in Toronto with William E. Blatz, who
had himself developed a theory of security “as an approach to understanding personality development”
[Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989/1991 p 334]. It is of relevance that the Latin root for security is sine cura, or
“without anxiety”. Her dissertation [Salter 1940] was based on Blatz’s theory, but she had reservations
about some aspects of his theory – which in effect became a catalyst for her own developing ideas.
After war experience (1942-1945) in the Canadian Women’s Army Corps, she returned to Toronto
to continue her studies. Around 1950 she married Leonard Ainsworth. The couple moved to London where
Leonard worked on his PhD; as a result, Mary Ainsworth was now jobless, but a friend of hers saw an
advertisement in the Times Educational Supplement, which resulted in her getting a job at the Tavistock
Clinic where Bowlby by that time was again working. They developed a close working relationship, which
endured for the rest of their lives.
In 1953 Mary Ainsworth’s husband was finalising his doctoral thesis, and his next job was in
Uganda. Mary had become fascinated with her studies with Bowlby, and determined to undertake first
hand research into mother-child interactions in the context of the developing attachment theory.

3.4 Ainsworth, Uganda, and mother-child observations
Ainsworth embarked on an intensive study of 28 un-weaned babies and their mothers from a
number of villages near Kampala; and, with the help of an interpreter-assistant, she visited the homes of
the mothers and their babies every two weeks [Ainsworth and Bowlby 1989 /1991]. Her findings were in
many ways at odds with the prevailing conventional wisdom of the time and the strict practices advocated
by, for example, Spock and Gesell [Ainsworth 1967]. The following extract gives the gist of Ainsworth’s
extensive findings:
They visited the mother about her infant-care practices and about the infant’s
development, and observed their behaviour and interactions, and that of the rest of the
household. What she (Ainsworth) saw did not support the Freudian notion of a passive,
recipient, narcissistic infant in the oral phase. Rather, she was impressed by the babies’
active search for contact with the mother when they were alarmed or hurt, when she
moved away or left even briefly, and when they were hungry – and even then she was
struck by their initiative in seeking the breast and managing the feeding. There was
impressive evidence of the use of the mother as a secure base from which to explore the
world and as a haven of safety. She observed the very beginnings of the infant’s formation
of attachment to the mother in differential termination of crying, and differential smiling
and vocalisation. Indications that an attachment had clearly been formed were distress and
following when separation occurred or threatened, and forms of greeting when mother
returned from an absence.
Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989 / 1991 p 337
It is of interest that Ainsworth & Bowlby use the term “seeking” for the babies’ behaviour when
hungry, which is one of the primary process emotions [SEEKING] that Panksepp describes. Other key
emotions are CARE and PLAY, and the inter-relation of these with Separation Distress. These dynamics are
discussed more fully in the next paper, B20, especially in Sections 3 and 4.
From her observations, Mary Ainsworth divided the babies into three groups, as illustrated in
Figure 3.4 below:
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Figure 3.4
Ainsworth’s Uganda Study – An Initial Attachment Classification
It is of interest that in the closing pages of ‘Infancy in Uganda’, Ainsworth comments on her
findings in the new American studies she by that time was undertaking. Referring to the securely attached
babies, she says that these mothers “were able to sooth them effectively through physical contact when
they were distressed” and “were sensitive to their signals and responsive to their demands” [Ainsworth
1967 p 450]. We now know that:
i. the pre-frontal lobes of babies and small children are in-sufficiently developed for them to
be able to regulate their own affect;
ii. such regulation can only be achieved through close physical contact and cuddling by
(usually) the mother [Sunderland 2006];
iii.
the mother’s own nurturing and CARE circuits need to be activated for this [Panksepp
1998; Porges 2011].
iv. Close physical contact activates the affiliative touch pathways of both the child and the
mother, and this fosters homeostasis. Affiliative touch is regarded by Craig as a
homeostatic emotion, and is linked to interoception [Craig 2015; see also web-page E-03].

Ainsworth left Uganda in 1955, when her husband Leonard had secured a position back in
Baltimore. However, she did not fully publish her Uganda findings for over a decade – during which time
she analysed the results, and further developed her ideas. She was concerned that the prevailing western
academic assumptions would not accept such detailed field studies, and that she would need to develop a
more “left brained” way of analysing attachment dynamics.
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Part IV
The Infant Strange Situation – Ainsworth & Main
4.1 Background to the research of the Infant Strange Situation
Mary Ainsworth had been developing her ideas from her studies before she met Bowlby, and of
course during her time in Uganda. In 1961-1962 she obtained a grant to carry out further longitudinal
studies on the mother-infant dyad at Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. During the following years she
and her research assistants studied in depth a total of 26 mother infant dyads (initially 15, to which 11
more dyads were added) [Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989 / 1991 p 337]. These were in-depth studies carried
out by the researcher, some details of which are listed below.
•
•
•

Visits were made to each home every three weeks from age 3 to 52 weeks.
Each visit lasting approximately 4 hours.
Average total observation time for each mother-child dyad: 72 hours.

During these visits the researcher noted carefully the mother–infant interactions [Ainsworth &
Bowlby 1989 / 1991 pp 337-338]. The notes were carefully transcribed for later analysis. At just over one
year of age, the child and mother were introduced to the 20 minutes Infant Strange Situation.
4.2 The Basic Model of the Infant Strange Situation
As indicated above, Mary Ainsworth was concerned that all her research and observations would
be discounted by the psychological-educational establishment of that time, and so she devised the Infant
Strange Situation, which could quantify the distress a child experienced when his / her mother leaves the
room. She developed a research lab (in Baltimore) with a few chairs and various toys, which at the start of
each session were put in exactly the same place in the room so that each series of observations started
with the same “base line” [Hammond / BBC 2005]. (The observers / researchers viewed what was going on
in the room through a one-way window.)
The procedure followed the set pattern detailed in Figure 4.2 below:
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Procedure

Comment re infant / child

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mother and child enter room together
(settling period)
Stranger enters and sits down
Stranger and mother chat
Stranger begins to interact / play with child
Mother goes out of room
Stranger tries to settle child

Child has time to settle / explore
play (in presence of mother)
Sits quietly

7.

Mother returns

8.
9
10.
11

Stranger leaves
Mother leaves
Stranger returns
Mother returns and stranger leaves

Duration
In minutes
(approximate)

1

or attempts to
Child may attempt to follow
…..and play with child
Time for this somewhat variable
depending on how upset child
becomes (i.e. if very upset, mother
will return sooner)
This is the crucial part; i.e. how the
child responds to the re-union with
mother.
• This is the main focus part
for the coding….
• The stranger does not
interact during the reunion.
So child now on own
And tries to comfort child
Mother and child’s response
observed

Total Time

3
1
1
3
3

?3

?
?
?
?
20 minutes

Figure 4.2A
The Infant Strange Situation in brief
Repeated observations by Ainsworth and her colleagues indicated that the crucial aspect for
assessing the child’s quality of attachment to the mother is not what happens when the mother leaves, but
rather how the child responds when the mother returns. When Ainsworth discussed her results with other
psychologists / researchers, they did not agree with her interpretation of the results – see below.
Ainsworth classified the results as follows:

A. Anxious–Avoidant: Insecure
B. Secure
C. Anxious-Ambivalent / Resistant: Insecure

Percentage in
each group
15%
70%
15%

Figure 4.2B
Initial Infant Strange Situation Classification
Ainsworth & Bell 1971
Figure 4.2C helps us to understand what is going on in each of these categories.
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Child’s mental
state / behaviour

A

B
Secure

Anxious-Avoidant

C
Anxious-Ambivalent-Resistant

Insecure
Separation anxiety
from mother

Insecure

Infant / child shows no obvious distress
when mother leaves room
Shows little emotion

Anxiety re stranger

Plays fairly normally when stranger
present

Behaviour at
re-union with
mother

Does not show any particular interest
when mother returns; may tend to
ignore her – and may crawl away.
No obvious emotion (positive or
negative) when mother returns.

Other
Observations /
comments

When upset, mother and stranger able
to comfort child equally

Interpretation /
conventional
psychological
wisdom of the time

These infants were believed to be the
most healthy because they were the
most “independent”; and were not
“bothered” when mother was out of
the room. i.e. they did not cry and
appeared not to be upset

Ainsworth & Bell’s
interpretation –
and some more
recent assessments

The apparent un-disturbed behaviour
of these infants was actually a mask for
underlying distress. As a result, the
child is inhibiting her natural tendency
to return to mother.
Later studies of heart rate confirmed
that these “undisturbed behaviours”
were associated with inner
physiological distress [ Sroufe & Waters
1977]

There is no secure base for the child

Distressed when mother
goes out of room

Avoidant / distress when
alone with stranger; but
friendly when mother also
present
Happy and positive when
mother returns.
Is quickly able to return to
play once has been
physically comforted by
mother
(i.e. the mother is here a
“secure base”)
Uses mother as a “safe
base” – and from this safe
base has confidence to play
and explore room.
These children were too
dependent on mother; and
were only confident to
explore / play when she
was close by

The secure base of the
mother is crucial to the
infant’s emotional and
exploratory [SEEKING]
development.
The mother is perceived as
a secure base, and so the
child develops a feeling of
being “worthy of love”; and
hence crucial in the
development of our inner
self-image.
(sometimes described as
the child developing a
positive secure internal
working model)

These children showed distress –
even before mother goes out of
the room
Also:
i. either showed signs of
resentment / anger at mother’s
absence, or
ii. signs of helpless passivity
Avoids stranger; and seems
fearful of stranger

May approach mother on her
return, yet tends to resist close
contact – and may even push
mother away.
Clingy and difficult to comfort

Tends to cry more and explore /
play less than those in A or B.

Child not in a good place to be

This behavioural strategy seems
to be a response to the child’s
learning that the mother is
unpredictable; as a result, the
child may exhibit:
i.
Anger or
ii.
Helplessness towards
mother
This may give the child some
sense of control in the midst of
basic bewilderment [Solomon et
al 1995]. It may also result in
Procedural Learned Tendencies
[Ogden 2009]; at the time these
may be adaptive. In adult life,
they can become increasingly
problematic.
There is no secure base for the
child

Figure 4.2C
Infant Strange Situation – more detailed observations
As elsewhere in this paper, mother here includes primary care giver even if not biological mother
Sources include: Ainsworth & Bell 1971; Crittenden 1999; Solomon et al 1995; Ogden 2009
Some years later, Ainsworth and Bowlby commented on the above research that resulted in the
category of Secure (B):
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Mothers who fairly consistently responded promptly to infant crying early-on had
infants who by the end of the first year cried relatively little and were securely attached.
Indeed, mothers who were sensitively and appropriately responsive to infant signals in
general, including feeding signals, fostered secure infant-mother attachment [Ainsworth &
Bell 1969 …….]. As Bowlby implied from the beginning, close bodily contact with the
mother terminates attachment behavior** that has been intensely activated. Full-blown
crying indicates such intense activation, and indeed our mothers’ most usual response to
such crying was to pick the baby up [Bell & Ainsworth 1972]. It was not the total amount of
time that the baby was held by the mother that prompted secure attachment so much as
the contingency of the pick-up with the infant signals of desire for contact, and the manner
in which the mother then held and handled the baby. Babies who were securely attached
not only responded positively to being picked up, being readily comforted if they had been
upset, but they also responded positively to being put down, and were likely to turn toward
exploration. Timely and appropriate close bodily contact does not “spoil” babies, making
them fussy and clingy [Ainsworth 1979].
Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989 / 1991 p 338

Another way of putting this** is that “close bodily contact with the mother settles the inner
distress of the child”. It is the inner distress that leads to what is called attachment behavior. In effect, the
CARE circuits of the mother are settling the disturbed ANS state of the child. This is discussed more fully in
the next article, B20; and is a central aspect of a wonderful book by Margot Sunderland: “What Every
Parent Needs to Know” [Sunderland 2007]. The close bodily contact will normally activate affiliative touch
afferent pathways, which will be associated with increased PSNS afferent activity, and so with increased
positive affect [Craig 2015].
Returning to Figure 4.2C, when other psychologists / educationalist looked at the details of the
above results of Ainsworth & Bell, they concluded that the best adjusted children were those in Group A,
as they seemed to have developed independence. Ainsworth fundamentally disagreed, as she saw their
behaviour as reflecting avoidance (of mother) as a result of underlying insecurity / inner distress – in other
words, they did not have a Secure Base to return to. Later physiological studies (relating to changes in
heart rate) confirmed the inner physiological distress of those in Group A [Sroufe & Waters 1977].
4.3 The Infant Strange Situation – Modified to include a Group D [Ainsworth & Main 1978]
Ainsworth became aware that the above classification was not entirely satisfactory, because some
infants / small children did not seem to fit in to any of the A, B, or C categories. This is illustrated in the
following extract:
Mary Ainsworth and her colleagues sometimes observed in the infants / small
children being studied:
"…….tense movements such as hunching the shoulders, putting the hands behind the
neck and tensely cocking the head, and so on. It was our clear impression that such tension
movements signified stress, both because they tended to occur chiefly in the separation
episodes and because they tended to precede crying. Indeed, our hypothesis is that they
occur when a child is attempting to control crying, for they tend to vanish if and when crying
breaks through".
[Ainsworth, Blehar et al 1978]
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This suggests that such “tense movements” etc. were unconscious behaviours acted out rather
than the healthy response of the emotion – such as tears / crying / sobbing – breaking through.
In due course, in discussions with one of her graduate students Mary Main [Main & Solomon
1990], a fourth category was added. Figure 3.4D shows the full classification.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Anxious–Avoidant: Insecure
Secure
Anxious-Ambivalent / Resistant: Insecure
Disorganised / Disorientated

Figure 4.3
Revised Infant Strange Situation [ISS] Classification
based on Main & Solomon 1990
We will be returning to the above classification in Section 6 when we will be comparing the ISS
with the Adult Attachment Interview and direct observations of a mother’s interactions with her child.

The above discussions have focused more on the work of Ainsworth than that of Bowlby – whose
work is probably better known in Britain. In North America, Mary Ainsworth’s work is very well known,
especially the Infant Strange Situation, which has been used in many parts of the world to determine the
nature of the mother-infant dyad [Hammond 2005]. This is because the ISS was a repeatable clinical test
and so was more acceptable to the scientific establishment of the time. Ainsworth has commented that
she was only able to envisage and create the ISS because of her detailed observations of real “in the
present moment” mother-child interactions in non-clinical situations. Bowlby and Ainsworth remained in
close touch for the rest of their lives, as indicated in their joint paper of 1989 / 1991 [Ainsworth & Bowlby
1989 / 1991] which gives an excellent overview of their work. Bowlby died before the publication in 1991 –
and an Editor’s note at the beginning of the article says: “John Bowlby’s death on September 2nd, 1990, at
his summer home on the Isle of Skye in Scotland, prevented him from completing all that he intended to
do in preparing this article for publication. As his co-author, I am greatly saddened by his death, but am
secure in the knowledge that he would have wished me to complete the task” [(Salter) Ainsworth &
Bowlby 1989 / 1991 p 333].
Part V/
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Part V
Winnicott and the True Self – and related concepts
5.1 Introduction
Winnicott was an English paediatrician and psychoanalyst who developed crucial ideas in our
understanding of parent-child dynamics in his daily clinical work with children and families. Winnicott was
one of the first to realise that it makes no real sense to study a child in isolation; the mother-child dynamic
is the crucial aspect.
Winnicott believed that to talk of an infant separate from its mother was a
theoretical abstraction. What actually exists is a symbiotic infant-mother pair that
shapes the neural networks of attachment, which continue to impact us throughout
our lives.
Cozolino 2013 p 52
If the mother-infant dyad is basically healthy, in that the mother is able in general terms to
respond appropriately to her child’s needs, then the child will flourish; in this case, Winnicott coined the
term “Good Enough” mother. If, on the other hand, the mother was, for whatever reason, unable to
respond appropriately to her child, then Winnicott used the phrase “not a good-enough mother” as a
statement of fact, not a judgement [Winnicott 1960 pp 145-152].
5.2 Non “good-enough mother”:
Let us take the case of a mother who does not have, or does not yet have, the inner resources to
be a good-enough mother. This impairs the mother-infant dyad, and may, for example, lead to
unwholesome activation in the child of her / his FEAR and Separation Distress circuits. In due course, with
repeated episodes of such dysfunctional mother-child interactions, the child will start to hide behind a
“False Self” [Winnicott 1960 pp 140-152] in order to cope with the unbearable stressors that she is
subjected to. If this situation is not corrected, it can lead in the teens and adult life to a False or inauthentic self. Counselling, and various forms of Mental Training, such as meditation and Autogenic
Training, can facilitate the individual re-finding their True / Authentic Self [Luthe 1984; Bird 2015 pp 268270; Ross 2010 pp 33-40].
Figure 5.2 illustrates schematically some of these dynamics in terms of our Primary Process
Emotions and Autonomic Afferents in the context of an estranged “not-good” enough mother (no blame).
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Figure 5.2
Some consequences of a mother
being estranged from her child

Sources: Winnicott 1960;
Panksepp 1998; Craig 2015

Comments on Figure 5.2
i.
For whatever reason, the mother is unable to give adequate maternal care. This can
be associated with hyper-vigilant states [Dobbin & Ross9 2012] and increased
(maternal) SNS afferent activity.
ii.
She becomes estranged from her child – and this increases her distress, already
caused by the increased SNS activity / cortisol.
iii.
These dynamics will result in:
➢ Her CARE circuits being further impaired;
➢ A reduction in her Affiliative touch pathways [Craig 2015];
➢ A loss of warmth afferents [Craig 2015];
➢ An increasing inability to nurture and CARE for her child.
iv.
In such situations, her CARE circuits will be further impaired.
v.
As a consequence, her child:
a) Lacks cuddles, warmth, and nurturing
b) Does not feel loved or worthy of love
c) Develops increasing Separation Anxiety – as a result of psychological
separation (as well as physical).
➢ These will result in increased inner distress associated with
increased SNS afferents – and associated negative affect [Craig
2015].
➢ As a result of the above, the child does not have or feel a secure
base, and this can lead to a developing False Self as a protection
from further hurt – which in later life can manifest in destructive
Procedural Learned Tendencies / negative Habit Energies [Ogden
2009; Hanh 2010 respectively].
The above dynamics may, in time, lead to a chronic stress response [Sapolsky 2007 pp 606615; Kradin 2016]
9

No relation to Ian Ross
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Such a situation does not give the child a secure base, and may lead in time to low self-esteem. If
we have low self-esteem our ego strength may be low. [See the use of the determiner “my” in the
Standard Autogenic Exercises in this context (To me or not to me?)]
5.3 An insecure base, low self-esteem, and the Standard Autogenic Exercises.
The “Non good-enough mother” described in 5.2 above is unlikely to give the child a secure base,
unless she or he finds nurturing and CARE elsewhere (e.g. with an aunt). An insecure base and low selfesteem can go together. This may have relevance in the way that Autogenic Therapists proceed with
teaching the Standard Exercises.
In recent years, as an Autogenic course has proceeded, I have tended to leave out the determiner
“my” in the Autogenic Standard Exercises. For example: “Right Arm Heavy” rather than “My Right Arm is
Heavy”. In his 2017 book on Autogenic Training, de Rivera comments:
There is some discussion on whether the autogenic formulas should
contain the possessive determiner “my”. Vedantic minded masters argue that, if
the final purpose of meditation is transcending the ego and achieving the final
dissolution of self in nirvana, the use of pronouns and possessive determiners
would retard the process. My point is that, to transcend the ego, you need first
to have an ego and take full possession of it. Autogenics begins by owning the
cognitive process of your internal world and finally owning your position in the
universe. Once you achieve this, you may worry about nirvana and dissolving
the ego.
de Rivera 2017 footnote 68 page 200
See also Self-Realisation; “to me or not to me”; and inter-being

It is suggested that we have a flexible approach to this matter when teaching.

5.4 “Good-enough mother”:
If, on the other hand, the mother does have the inner resources and is “good-enough”, then this
will enable her child to develop a True Self much more easily; and in this case the related Authentic Self will
be much more likely to manifest. Luthe used the term Artificial Self which is the self that we may hide
behind when we do not feel secure; this overlaps with Winnicott’s False Self.
Winnicott summarises the case for the True Self thus:
The concept of “A False Self” needs to be balanced by a formulation of that
which could properly be called the True Self. At the earliest stage the True Self is the
theoretical position from which come the spontaneous gesture and the personal idea.
The spontaneous gesture is the True Self in action. Only the True Self feels real, the
existence of a False Self results in feeling unreal or a sense of futility.
Winnicott 1960 p 148
This is most interesting. When we feel unreal, we can ponder whether we are being authentic.
Winnicott’s life work was to facilitate the growth of the True Self in the children under his care. Figure
5.4A, on the next page, illustrates some of these dynamics.
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Figure 5.4A
The facilitating environment in which the True Self Emerges
Comments of Figure 5.4A
i.

The mother generally feels at home with herself, and so:
 her PSNS afferents will already be activated, resulting in positive affect
and associated CARE, PLAY and positive SEEKING circuits being
optimised.
o She thus becomes the nurturing container for her child and in this
way can settle her or his distress as it occurs through close
physical contact.

ii.

This results in her child:
 feeling at home, nurtured, and loved, and this will be associated with
increased PSNS afferent activity – including, as shown, his or her
warmth afferents, affiliative touch afferents, and PSNS afferents from
the heart [Craig 2015].
o These PSNS afferents terminate in the Left Anterior Insular
Cortex, whether they originate on the left or rights side of the
body [Craig 2015].

iii.

All of the above facilitate the child’s True Self developing [Winnicott 1960].

All children experience, from time to time, Separation Distress, however nurturing their parents.
Figure 5.4B illustrates the settling effect of the nurturing mother / parent on her / his child.
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Figure 5.4B
A “Good Enough” mother settling her distressed child –
some of the neuro-physiological dynamics
Comments on Figure 5.4B
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Some trigger has resulted in the child becoming distressed, illustrated by the
small pink figure.
This may be associated with Separation Distress, and other distressing feelings
arising as a result of increasing SNS afferent activity.
The child’s whole state may be a mixture of FEAR, RAGE, PANIC.
The mother responds with picking up her child, and gently talking to him /her,
or making agreeable noises…...
The close and comforting presence of the mother, associated with the
activation of warmth and affiliative touch afferents in the child, will result in
neuro-physiological changes in the child, such as:
o reduction in SNS afferent activity;
o increased PSNS afferent activity;
o increased warmth afferent activity;
o increased affiliative touch afferent activity;
o a feeling of being loved and nurtured.
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Part VI
Attachment Dynamics and a Secure Base
Links between Attachment type and our ability to be a good enough parent
6.1 Introduction
If we are blessed with caring and nurturing parents, then there is a good chance that we too may
grow up to be caring adults – and parents. On the other hand, it would seem probable that those who
have had an un-nurturing / abusive childhood may find it much more difficult to become caring parents
and caring adults10. Research, unsurprisingly, indicates that this is the case.
Three different strands of research give us a good insight into these dynamics. These are:
i. the Infant Strange Situation [ISS],
ii. observing parents with their children, and
iii. the Adult Attachment Interview.
We have discussed the ISS above. We will now focus on the second two, observing parents with
their children, and the Adult Attachment Interview.
6.2 In home observation of parents
Some researchers have observed the parenting patterns of parents – and the first to do this
systematically was probably Mary Ainsworth. Her studies suggested that there is a clear link between
parenting behaviour and how their child responds in the Infant Strange Situation.
6.3 Reflections on Implicit and Explicit Memory
Several different types of memory systems have been described. Cozolino describes two broad
categories of memory, implicit and explicit, which are of relevance to our perceptions and understandings
(or otherwise) of our childhood [Cozolino 2013 pp 75 – 80]. The broad distinction between the two are
illustrated in Figure 6.3.

10

Nothing is inevitable. We may have had very non-nurturing parents, and at the same time experience, for example,
a very nurturing and caring aunt or grandparent. This can significantly off-set the potential damage from growing up in
a dysfunctional / toxic family setting.
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Implicit Memory and some implications
• These are unconscious memories which are
stored subcortically (i.e. in the older brain
below the neo-cortex).
• In the context of Attachment Dynamics and
Procedural Learned Tendencies [Ogden 2009;
Ogden & Fisher 2015], these are subcortical
memories that can arise from:
i. sensory and motor inputs from the
body;
ii. visceral (from the organs of the body);
iii. our emotions (e.g. a FEAR memory).
Because these are unconscious,
they cannot be changed by
cognitive (conscious) effort.
Practical example of implicit memory

Explicit Memory and traditional type learning
• This is the more well-known memory system,
and includes neocortical networks.
• Education is usually mainly to do with
“teaching information that will be stored in
systems of explicit memory” (Cozolino 2013 p
75).
• We learn best when we are aroused with
interest, yet not too aroused.
• If, for example, our Stress Response, FEAR or
RAGE systems are activated, these will result
in an inability to learn while the (hyperaroused) physiological underpinnings of
these states persist.
• Children who have had recurrent stressors in
early childhood respond to stressors as they
grow up with the production of excess
cortisol compared to those who come from a
secure baseB20.
• As a result, they may find learning at school
very difficult as their underlying default
physiology is hyper aroused [Dobbin and
Ross11 2012].

• If as a child a woman had a tall dark-haired
father who abused her physically,
psychologically, or through neglect, this can
be coded unconsciously. Later she meets a
man to whom she is attracted, who happens
to be tall and dark. She cannot understand
why each time he and she desire to become
intimate, she has a FEAR / PANIC response.
i.
This can be seen in terms of a
B20
These dynamics are discussed in greater detail
procedural learned tendency.
in the linked article, B20: Separation Distress and
ii.
The attractive (tall dark man) has
Well-Being: Neuro-physiological reflections on
been unconsciously conditioned
developing a Secure Base (Section 2: Stressors,
and pattern matched to the
Cortisol and Learning).
abusing father. Hence she has the
same reaction of fear that used to
be engendered when her father
came close to her.
iii.
This type of implicit memory
cannot be sorted out by a purely
cognitive approach.
iv.
Treatment can only be successful
if the underlying physiology is
changed….
Figure 6.3
An overview of Implicit and Explicit Memory in the Context of Attachment Dynamics
Based on Cozolino 2013

Our unconscious (implicit) memories can have a big impact on our ability to learn. Part of this may
be related to the cramping perspective of developing a Fixed Mindset [Dweck 2012], which is more likely
to occur if children have not had a secure base; on the other hand, a Growth Mindset will facilitate our
ability to learn and develop [see B15 on website]. Sensitive teachers can help those children with a Fixed
Mindset to move towards Growth. Cozolino, in discussing learning, says:
11

No relation to Ian Ross
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Overall, stress, anxiety, and fear are enemies of learning. They impair cortical
processing, problem solving, and the underlying biochemistry of neuroplasticity.
Whatever teachers can do to minimise anxiety and stress in themselves and their
students will enhance learning. A warm smile, a touch on the shoulder, and an
occasional joke can go a long way.
Cozolino 2013 pp 86-87
The efficacy of the Adult Attachment Interview depends to some extent on being able to probe
into not just explicit memory, but also to get some insights into what is going on at an implicit level.
6.4 Adult Attachment Interview (AAI)
Is it possible to predict how an adult will develop as a parent – that is to say, is it possible to predict
whether someone will mature into a good enough parent? Research by George, Kaplan, & Main and &
Goldwyn has attempted to do just this [George, Kaplan & Main 1984; Main & Goldwyn 1998].
There is a problem if we ask simple questions about someone’s childhood. They may remember it
only sketchily. This is because some types of memory can become blocked to us.
Because implicit memory is inaccessible to consciousness and explicit memories
of childhood are shaped by complex cognitive and emotional factors, a measurement
was needed that could bypass the usual distortions of memory and all our defence
mechanisms.
Cozolino 2013 p 58
This measurement is the Adult Attachment Interview12, a twenty-part questionnaire in which the
skilled interviewer asks the adult / parent / potential parent about various aspects of their life and
childhood. For example, some of the twenty questions, with their original numbering, are13:
2. I'd like you to try to describe your relationship with your parents as a young
child if you could start from as far back as you can remember?
3. Now I'd like to ask you to choose five adjectives or words that reflect your
relationship with your mother starting from as far back as you can remember in
early childhood--as early as you can go, but say, age 5 to 12 is fine. I know this may
take a bit of time, so go ahead and think for a minute...then I'd like to ask you why
you chose them. I'll write each one down as you give them to me

6. When you were upset as a child, what would you do?
9. Were your parents ever threatening with you in any way - maybe for
discipline, or even jokingly?
11. Why do you think your parents behaved as they did during your
childhood?

12

The Adult Attachment Interview is just that, an interview. Maximum information can be gained in the context of the
one to one relationship that can develop during the interview; and the interviewer can pick up both verbal and nonverbal cues.
13
The full list of questions can be found in an unpublished paper that is now available on line:
• http://www.psychology.sunysb.edu/attachment/measures/content/aai_interview.pdf
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14. Other than any difficult experiences you've already described, have you
had any other experiences which you regard as potentially traumatic?

The essence of the interview is to gather information about both feelings and facts, and it normally
takes one and a half hours. Daniel Siegel suggests that it can be used by therapists to gain an insight into
their own childhood and unconscious feelings. The AAI can in itself be therapeutic. In this context, Siegel
says:
Take a good amount of time to reflect upon and write down your responses to
these questions14. Don’t be surprised if this sequence of enquiries tires you out – in
my experience of administering the AAI in research protocols, many people have said
in effect that this 90-minute interview (these questions are offered orally) was the
“best therapy session” they had ever had.
Siegel 2010B p 66
While the AAI can be used as a predictor of the sort of parent we are or can become, the most
important aspect of these discussions is that we can change. There is no inevitability, if we have had a
traumatic and stressful childhood – where we have not had a secure base – that we ourselves will become
dysfunctional and “not good enough” parents. With appropriate and nurturing help, we can all grow and
be transformed.
The best predictor of a child’s security of attachment is not what happened to
his / her parents as children, but rather how his parents made sense of those
childhood experiences.
Siegel 2010A p 171
Detailed analysis of a “non-clinical population15” completing the AAI reveals four groups, as
summarised in Figure 6.4.

14

In his book, The Mindful Therapist, Siegel gives a very abbreviated yet helpful version of the twenty-point AAI [Siegel
2010B pp 65-66], which he invites therapists to complete for themselves. This is of course different from the
structured AAI as it was originally conceived where the questions would be asked by a clinical interviewer.
15
This is a somewhat debatable statement as most human beings – at least in some stage in their lives, can benefit
from some form of counselling / psychotherapy – so in this sense we are all potentially part of the “clinical
population”. In many ways, Aristotle’s statement suggests this: “The unexamined life is not worth living”; and
wholeness / individuation cannot come about without self-reflection and the Reflective Function [Knox 2003 / 2012 pp
138-166].
➢ In my experience one of the problems in the medical profession in decades past has been an inability to
acknowledge that we too are human and suffer from stress / depression / anxiety / heartbreak / ruptured
relationships – just like everyone else.
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1

Group
Secure

Comment
This group had the ability to see both the negative and positive
aspects of their childhood, and had established a coherent narrative
about it.
“It is important to recall that it is never too late to make sense of
your life……. That’s the great news about neuroplasticity and the
power of the reflective mind to change the brain…” [Siegel 2010B p
67].

2

Dismissing

This group were dismissive of their childhood and childhood
experiences. In this sense they were disconnected from it. They
tended to be “independent” as a child, being a “Little adult” as a
young child. Siegel links this to:
• a dominance of Left Brain16 attributes;
• a paucity of Right Brain attributes [Siegel 2010B p 67].

%**
65

20

Such tendencies may also be more likely in those who have been
sent away to boarding school.
3

Preoccupation

This group tend to be preoccupied about the present and the future,
and so are unable to focus well on the past.
• Their caregivers tended to be there only intermittently –
psychologically and / or physically.

10-15

4

Disorganised /
Disorientated

Here there are outstanding elements of “unresolved trauma and
loss” [Siegel 2010B p 69]. This can lead to an inability to construct a
meaningful life narrative.
• “Disorganised states in this attachment grouping are felt to
be due to the conflictual situation in which caregivers were
a source of terror in the young child’s life17. There is no
solution to such fear – one part of the child’s brain has the
drive to escape the source of terror, the parent; while
another circuit drives the child to seek comfort and security
– but from the same person, the parent who is terrifying the
child.” [Siegel 2010 p 69]

Small

** The percentages refer to percentage of the general population in each group – for example, approximately 65% of
the adult population are in the Secure group [Siegel 2010B pp 67-69].

Figure 6.4
Adult Attachment Interview summary
“Non-clinical population”
Sources various; including Siegel 2010B; Knox 2003 / 2012

Looking at Figure 6.4, it can be argued that therapists, teachers, and doctors, for example, should
undergo an AAI during their training.
6.5 AAI, Observations of parenting styles, and the ISS
Figure 6.5 compares and contrasts the AAI, observed parenting styles, and the ISS; this can help us
understand how the ISS situation can lead to these children subsequently becoming “good enough”
parents, or otherwise – other things being equal.
16

For a good review of Brain lateralisation, see McGilchrist 2009; also see Ross 2010 p 30 Figure 1.10.

17

This will result in recurrent activation of Primary Process Emotions such as: FEAR; Separation Distress (PANIC;
GRIEF); and sometimes RAGE. There will be a paucity of CARE and PLAY [Panksepp 1998].
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Adult Attachment Interview
Dismissing [20%]
• Dismissive (of childhood and
childhood experiences).
• Dismissive of own children(if a

In Home Observations of
mother (parent)
Dismissing
• Distant and rejecting

parent)

• Disconnected from
childhood
• Tendency to idealise or
condemn parents
Autonomous [65%]
• Ability to reflect and
communicate on both
negative and positive aspects
of early childhood

Preoccupied / enmeshed[10-15%]
• inability to focus on the past
– as interrupted with
concerns re present and
future (because “the parents
may have been inconsistent
and intrusive in the child’s
life“ [Siegel 2010B p68]
• Idealising parents…… or
enraged [RAGE] by them

Disorganised / Disorientated [Small %]

• Unresolved loss and trauma
• Confusion / disorientated
when discussing loss of any
kind, trauma etc.……
• which may be associated
with dissociation and
• disconnection with body
• Depersonalisation

Autonomous and Free
• Freely available to child
most of the time [CARE;
PLAY]
• Dependable as a secure
base
• Perceptive and effective
[SEEKING to understand
child’s world]
• “Mindful”
Ambivalent / enmeshed
• Inconsistent
• Availability variable

Disorganised
• Not well orientated
• Frightened [FEAR] or
• Frightening [FEAR and /
or RAGE and /or PANIC]

Infant Strange Situation

original

(with original classification on right)

Avoidant
• Does not seek proximity when
mother returns
• Does not appear upset on her return
• Stranger able to comfort infant “as
well as mother”

A

Secure
• Seek [SEEKING] proximity with
mother on her return
• ……and then quick to settle / soothe
[CARE (beginnings of self-care)] ……
• and then to return to play [PLAY] and
/ or explore [Positive SEEKING]

B

Anxious / Ambivalent
C
• Signs of distress – even before
mother goes out of the room [PANIC;
FEAR]
• Either show signs of resentment /
anger [RAGE] at mother’s absence, or
• signs of helpless passivity
• Avoids stranger; and seems fearful of
stranger [FEAR; PANIC]
• If approaches mother on her return,
tends to resist close contact – and
possibly pushes mother away
• Clingy and difficult to comfort
Disorganised
D
• Chaotic….
• Self-injury tendency
• "Tense movements such as hunching the
shoulders, putting the hands behind the
neck and tensely cocking the head, and so
on.
• “It was our clear impression that such
tension movements signified stress, both
because they tended to occur chiefly in the
separation episodes and because they
tended to precede crying.
• “Indeed, our hypothesis is that they occur
when a child is attempting to control crying,
for they tend to vanish if and when crying
breaks through"[Ainsworth et al 1978]

Figure 6.5
Inter-relatedness of AAI, In Home Observations, and ISS
Sources various including: Siegel 2010B; Cozolino 2013; Ainsworth et al 1978; Panksepp 1998
Note: where applicable, the related Primary Process Emotions
have been included (e.g. FEAR)
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Figure 6.5 interlinks the attachment dynamics of the mother-child dyad with our adult perspective
of our own childhood. In every family the dynamics depend on at least three generations; the child, the
child’s parents, and the child’s grandparents18. In turn, the experiences of the child will affect her or his
own parenting skills and offspring in the fullness of time.
6.6 The Reflective Function, Learned Secure Attachment, and Theory of Mind
Some have suggested that even if we have a problematic / traumatic start to life in which we do
not have a secure base, we can, with much effort, earn the “security” that those who do have a secure
base develop osmotically. All humans have CARE (nurturing), PLAY, and Separation Distress circuits so that
properly speaking we should see a secure base as our birth right. Margaret Wilkinson suggests that the
phrase “earned” security is inappropriate – for as just mentioned, it should be the birth right of all human
beings. In the context of an appropriate transformation taking place in psychotherapy, she says:
I describe a newly developed secure attachment that is the result of successful
therapy as being “learned,” rather than the more familiar term “earned” (Pearson
1994; Neborsky 2003). I do so because I wish to emphasise that affective
engagement in therapy enables new emotional learning to occur, and that such
learning may bring about a profound change in the way the patient relates to others.
Wilkinson 2010 p 4
The transformation can come about precisely because of the “affective engagement” which
bypasses pure logic / reason / left brain dynamics, and involves physiological affective changes within
therapist and patient – just as occurs in critical moments in a healthy mother-infant dyad.
Reflection can also help to bring about change. Indeed, Knox sees our Reflective Function as
central in our ability to empathise with others; and in the development of the human capacity for a
“theory of the mind19” [Knox2003 p 139]. She goes on to say:
Reflective function depends upon the creation of adequate internal working
models of mental functioning in all its aspects, including emotions, intentions and
desires as well as thoughts; one might say the reflective function requires the
construction of internal working models of internal working models. Mary Main’s
research with the Adult Attachment Interview [Main & Goldwyn 1995] has shown
that reflective function underpins the capacity to give a coherent account of one’s
own life.
Knox 2003 p 139
The concept of internal working models was developed by Bowlby in his trilogy Attachment and
Loss Volume I, II, and III [Bowlby 1969; 1973; 1980 – and see below].

18

This is somewhat of an oversimplification. Procedural Learned Tendencies and negative (and positive) Habit Energies
are transgenerational going back for eons. Whatever our genes, the way they express themselves in practice will
depend upon many environmental factors including the family dynamics [Rossi 2002].
19
“Theory of Mind is the branch of cognitive science that investigates how we ascribe mental states to other persons
and how we use the states to explain and predict the actions of those other persons. More accurately, it is the branch
that investigates mindreading or mentalizing or mentalistic abilities. These skills are shared by almost all human beings
beyond early childhood. They are used to treat other agents as the bearers of unobservable psychological states and
processes, and to anticipate and explain the agents’ behavior in terms of such states and processes. These mentalistic
abilities are also called “folk psychology” by philosophers, and “naïve psychology” and “intuitive psychology” by
cognitive scientists.” Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy – A Peer-Reviewed Academic resource.
http://www.iep.utm.edu/theomind/
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Theory of the mind is an important milestone in the development of children; the footnote just
cited (from the Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy) gives a reasonable left brain view; but for a more
perceptive and relevant statement, McGilchrist gives a wonderful and succinct account:
The right hemisphere plays an important role in what is known as ‘theory of
mind’, a capacity to put oneself in another’s positions and see what is going on in that
person’s mind202. This capacity emerges in primates along with self-recognition and
self-awareness, and is closely linked to it203. It is the capacity that children do not
fully acquire until the age of four (though elements are probably present from 12 to
18 months), and which autistic children never acquire204. The classic test for theory of
mind shows two dolls, Sally and Anne, playing with a marble. They put it away in a
box, and leave the room. While Sally is out, Anne returns, plays with the marble and
puts it away in a different box. The question is: “When Sally returns, where will she
look for the marble?” Those without capacity for theory of mind indicate the new
box where they know the marble to be, not the original one where Sally last saw it
placed205.
McGilchrist 2009 p 57
Italics added
References:
202 See McGilchrist 2009 pp 472-473 for the multiple references cited
203 e.g. Gallup 1982
204 Gopnik & Meltzoff 2006; Ritblatt 2000
205 Baron-Cohen, Leslie& Firth 1985

Bowlby had suggested that for a child to develop healthily she or he has to develop an internal
working model of relationships [e.g. Bowlby 1969 / 1984 p 351; Bowlby 1980/1981 pp 229-224]. If as
children we do not develop a wholesome working model, we may find relationships increasingly
problematic.
People who have failed to develop reflective function treat themselves and
others as merely physical objects and lack the capacity to empathise with other
people or to place their own emotions in a meaningful context, to reflect on them
and so experience them in a safe way. As parents, such people will therefore also fail
to respond in a reflective and empathic way to an infant’s distress and so fail to make
him or her feel understood and safe.
Knox 2003 / 2012 p 139
In such ways, dysfunctional parenting may obviously be passed down from one generation to the
next. Empathy and theory of mind seem to be largely dependent on a well-functioning Right Hemisphere.
“In the absence of the right hemisphere, the left hemisphere is unconcerned about others and their
feelings: ‘social intercourse is conducted with a blanket disregard for the feelings, wishes, needs and
expectation of others’ [Schultz 2005]” [McGilchrist 2009 p 58]. Those who have suffered from right frontal lobe
deficits (but not left) are incapable of empathy [Op Cit. p 58].
This is also in keeping with Schore’s statements that the right hemisphere is the “neurobiological
substrate of the emotional brain” [Schore 2003C p 74; also see Ross 2010 pp 191-173].
The whole point about the adult attachment interview is that it can alert those of us who may have
relational / empathic / parenting difficulties, so that the reflective function and perhaps counselling /
psychotherapy can be used to enable changes in our perceptions to come about. These are all in essence
mindful approaches that facilitate transformation that can come about within us as a result of the inherent
plasticity of our brains.
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Part VII
Mental Training, Ethical Matters, and a Secure Base
7.1 Mental Training and Ethics Matter: Ethical Mental Training
A secure base depends upon the wholesome workings of the Primary Care Circuits of the parents
and their children. Wholesome Mental Training, be it Autogenic Training or specific Mindfulness, depends
upon an ethical basis. Luis de Rivera, a Spanish psychiatrist and Autogenic Therapist (who trained with
Luthe in North America), grounds Autogenic Training firmly within the ancient meditative traditions of the
East; and with the inter-related Mindfulness [de Rivera 2017: Autogenics 3.0: The New Way to Mindfulness
and Meditation]. In Chapter 2 (Who invented meditation?”), after discussing the origins of meditation
practices that go back millenia, he states:
This book concentrates on the technical aspects of meditation and is devoid of moral
and philosophical considerations, not because those issues are not important, but because
Autogenics has developed from scientific inquiry and from therapeutic practice, not from
religious or philosophical studies.
On the other hand, I have observed that a loving understanding of the nature of fellow
humans develops gradually with the regular practice of Autogenics. Ethical behaviour is the
inevitable outcome of optimal physiological self-regulation, well-balanced psychological
dynamics, and empathic socialisation. Rather than asking adherence to a set of precepts, I
recommend the regular practice of autogenics, to secure the unfolding of your natural
ability to become yourself entirely.
de Rivera 2017 pp 24-25
“Ethical behaviour is the inevitable outcome of optimal physiological self-regulation”; in other
words, Mental Training / Autogenic Training results in an increase in PSNS afferent activity, associated with
an increase in positive affect [Craig 2015], including the activation of primary process emotions such as
CARE, PLAY, and wholesome SEEKING [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012]. These dynamics will also
be associated with increased Social Engagement [Porges 2011; also see A6 and A7 in this web series].
However, a decision to teach Mindful approaches does not automatically imply a wholesome ethic.
In recent years they have been used in the military, and in the Second World War Japanese forces were
trained in Zen [Victoria 1997; Purser 2014].
Mindfulness approaches have been used by the U.S. military [Johnson et al 2014: Modifying
Resilience Mechanisms in At-Risk Individuals: A Controlled Study of Mindfulness Training in Marines
Preparing for Deployment]. This study set out to increase resilience and the ability to cope with stress at
war; yet the use of Mindfulness in such circumstances undermines the ethical basis for Mental Training for
a more humane society. While the outcome of such applications may be increased resilience, we need to
ask the questions such as: a) “Increased resilience for what?”, and b) “Increased resilience to kill other
human beings?” Mental Training may facilitate activation of the SEEKING system, yet some forms of
seeking are unwholesome and dangerous. The intention behind the Mental Training is crucial20, as
discussed in the context of education in a recent paper [Simpson 2017]; without a fundamentally sattvic
philosophy and way of life, ecosystems and our whole planet will become degraded [Kumar 2008].

20

My brother Michael comments (October 2017): “but what about intervening to save multiple lives in Manchester or
Paris or Las Vagas? Or fighting ISIS?” These are good questions. A problem is that each military force in the world
tends to see its own actions as honourable and justifiable – in Transactional Analysis terms as I+; U-. Yet this is an
inauthentic position. Increasingly in war it is civilians that suffer and become targets [Philips & Ross 1982]
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Mental Training facilitates Rest, Repair and Recuperation dynamics by increasing what the Swiss
doctor Walter Hess described as the trophotropic system, which is directly linked in with increased PSNS
activity, and so with an increase in afferent PSNS activity.
o Tropho: Greek for nutrition, nourishment; and so by extrapolation
nurturing.
o Tropic: Greek for turning towards; develop in response…
Early research in Autogenic Training indicated that the mental state associated with it (described
by Schultz and Luthe as Passive Concentration21 [Luthe & Schultz 1969 Volume I pp 14-22]) “activates the
trophotropic system” [de Rivera 2017 p 57]. Implicit in this mental state is not striving to achieve
something or anything; there is, correctly speaking, no hidden agenda or “gaining idea” [Suzuki 1970].
A decision to use Mental Training for military purposes is per se an Active Concentration decision;
and such concentration was termed by Schultz & Luthe as an “ergotropically oriented, stress-related
mental process and attitude implying efforts to maintain exclusive and persistent attention on a
problem…...with an active, goal directed investment of energy and voluntaristic striving towards the
desired functional result” [Luthe & Schultz 1969 p 212].
o Ergo: Greek for work;
o Tropic: Greek for turning towards; develop in response…
So ergotropic implies turning towards work orientated modalities in terms of energy expenditure.
Ergotropic modalities were, during the 20th century, implicated in both the stress and flight / fight
response.
Two well-known psychophysiological responses, the “Stress Reaction”
described by Hans Selye and the “Fight and Flight reaction” described by Walter
Cannon are ergotropic responses. The increase in ergotropic activity is very useful
when you have to face a physical effort, not so much when the challenge is of
psychological nature.
de Rivera 2017 pp 54-55

An insecure base will be associated with excessive stress responses and / or fight and flight
modalities, with increased SNS afferent activity. This over time may lead to Allostatic Load.
It is suggested that if Mental Training is introduced in the context of (unwholesome) goal directed
aims – e.g. to make military personnel more effective in unwholesome practices, then a cognitive
dissonance will arise. In this situation, the observation of de Rivera that:
“…….. I have observed that a loving understanding of the nature of fellow humans develops
gradually with the regular practice of Autogenics. Ethical behaviour is the inevitable
outcome of optimal physiological self-regulation, well-balanced psychological dynamics,
and empathic socialisation”…..
de Rivera 2017 p 25
.....will not come to fruition; or if they do to some extent, they will be compromised.

21

though Mindful Awareness may better describe the state
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Similar problems may arise when Mental Training is used specifically to increase production targets
or achieve “brilliant leadership”. Gaining ideas and having ulterior motives will undermine natural balance
and ethical principles. The foundations of a humane society are dependent upon the integrated activations
of our primary process emotions. The Social Emotions such as CARE, PLAY, Separation Distress (GRIEF /
PANIC) with wholesome SEEKING are the bedrock foundations for nurturing societies. In this context, the
threat and protect primary process emotions of FEAR and RAGE can be seen as protecting the family /
society / human society. External threats may be more appropriately responded to in terms of the “Tend
and befriend” model [Taylor et al 2000]. This is true of other mammals with whom we share the primary
process emotions; for example, elephants [Schore 2012E: “How elephants are opening doors –
Neuroethology, Attachment and Social Context”].
Moralities that are still based on an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth [The Bible: Matthew (5:3842)] will, sooner or later, lead to war.
The foundation for Mental Training really needs to be based on the highest ethical principles – that
of full reversibility [Kohlberg 1975; 1980; also, for a brief overview, see22]. For Kohlberg, this is Stage VI:
“universal ethical principles” which overlaps with “full reversibility”, theory of mind, and Rawls’ “A Theory
of Justice”. It is difficult to graduate to Kohlberg’s Stage VI if we do not have a secure base: either
grounded in childhood and / or through regular Mental Training – including, for example, Tai Chi;
Meditation, Positive Mental Training, Yoga, Autogenic Training and / or other spiritual practices 23 TLS. The
ancient Indian Sattvic principles resonate with Stage VI of Kohlberg – and with wholesome ethical
principles [see, for example, Kumar 2007].
Although Mental Training in general terms will facilitate Rest, Repair, Recuperation, and WellBeing, the appropriate motivation for it is crucial. Despite the tendency for Mental Training to develop
CARE, nurturing, and positive affect circuits [e.g. Panksepp 1998; Craig 2015], this can be derailed if there is
an ulterior motive initially, in which case the Mental Training can be hijacked at the base, as it were – with
potentially devastating consequences.

In this section we have argued that Mental Training must be based on the highest ethical
principles.
Human well-being is enhanced if we are able, most of the time, to:
i. avoid negative affect and negative ruminations;
ii. deal appropriately with negative affect should this arise;
iii. facilitate positive wholesome affect; and
o when such positive affect arises, allow it to perfuse our being for
some time.
This ancient wisdom is discussed in the inter-related web article, D12: Diligence and Well-Being;
and these four factors will be enhanced by appropriate forms of meditation / mindfulness.
We will now briefly look at how wholesome Mental Training and a Secure Base inter-are.

7.2. A Secure Base and Mental Training /

22

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Kohlberg%27s_stages_of_moral_development
This formulation came to me, like many others in this and other papers, when I was out having a walk, cycling, or
listening to music. In the original Autogenic Dynamics [Ross 2010], I referred to such occurrences as Trance Like States,
after the work of Ernest Rossi [Rossi 2002]. At such times, our minds are not actively seeking out a solution and trying
to solve a problem, rather, a “fallen from heaven” drops into our mind.
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7.2. A Secure Base and Mental Training
A secure base is fundamental to the well-being of humans. Even if we have not had a nurturing
childhood, we can still develop a secure base within – through mental training, such as meditation, Positive
Mental Training, and Autogenic Training. This results from our brains having the capacity to change and
transform.
The systematic training of the mind – the cultivation of happiness, the genuine
inner transformation by deliberately selecting and focusing on positive mental states
and challenging negative mental states, is possible because of the very structure and
function of the brain……. Neuroscientists have documented the fact that the brain can
design new patterns, new combinations of nerve cells and neurotransmitters
(chemicals that transmit messages between nerve cells) in response to new input. In
fact, our brains are malleable, ever changing, reconfiguring their wiring according to
new thoughts and experiences.
Howard Cutler 1998 p 31
(in conversations with the Dali Lama)
Quoted in Ross 2010 p 138

In this paper we have reviewed the struggle that researchers such as Harlow, Bowlby, Ainslie and
Winnicott had in overcoming the reductive perspective of the behaviourists during the mid twentieth
century24. This led on to a discussion regarding the Infant Strange Situation, and its links with direct
observations of parenting behaviour and the Adult Attachment Interview. The interlinking of these three
modalities has leads on to a new understanding:
 that the best predictor of a child’s security of attachment is not what happened in
the parent’s childhood, but rather the extent to which the parent has been able to
form a coherent narrative of her or his own childhood [paraphrasing Siegel 2010A
p 171].

For some parents (perhaps 65%) there is no problem in this (see Figures 6.4 and 6.5 above); for
others much work may be required – and the AAI can facilitate this. Siegel links such a transformation with
developing mindfulness [Siegel 2007 Appendix III: Neural Notes – The Middle Prefrontal Functions – pp
337-362; also see Siegel 2010B p 69]. Mindfulness can also be seen as a way of, for example, getting in
touch with our nurturing CARE and PLAY circuits – in the context of SEEKING wholeness for ourselves and
our planet. This presupposes a grounded and ethical base for Mental Training / Autogenic Training – see
Section 7.1 above.
The development of mindfulness really depends upon a regular mental training discipline [see, for
example, Kabat-Zinn 1990 / 2006]. Such mental training disciplines, by changing the dynamics of the
Autonomic Nervous System afferent input and amygdala dynamics, facilitate a transformation towards
positive and life-enhancing emotions [Craig 2015; and see related web-pages: C12; E-03]. In the interlinked article, B20, we will be exploring the neuro-physiology underlying the development or otherwise of
a secure base.
As a prelude to that, figure 7.2 below is a model of some of the dynamics that may be involved,
through mental training, in developing a secure inner base for ourselves.

24

This was a crucial undertaking as some behaviourists at that time were suggesting unwholesome parenting
practices.
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Figure 7.2
(Highly schematic)

Mental Training, Meditative Practice and Developing a Secure Base as an adult
Comments on Figure 7.2
i.
Meditative practices have a number of neuro-physiological effects, some of which are
illustrated above.
ii.
As the body settles, there is an increased activity in PSNS afferents (from the body to the
brain), that terminate in the Left Anterior Insular Cortex (not shown). This in turn leads to
increased positive affect – such as CARE and nurturing [Craig 2015; Panksepp 1998].
iii.
At the same time, as the body settles, there is a reduction in SNS afferent input from the
body to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex [Craig 2015], in keeping with Wallnöfer’s
statement, relating to an Autogenic Training sequence, that “everything in the periphery is
quiet” [Wallnöfer 2000]. This per se reduces negative affect.
iv.
The PSNS afferents include afferent neurones conducting warmth signals from the body to
the brain; this is often associated with feelings of comfort.
v.
Changing dynamics in the Pre-Frontal Cortex assist in reframing / re-appraisal, and in the
Reflective Function [Gross 2002; Cahn & Polich 2006; Davidson 2003A].
vi.
Inner Distress, that inter-is with bodily distress, settles partly as a result of:
 Reduced SNS afferent activity, and
 Reduced amygdala activity secondary to direct effects from the Pre-Frontal
Cortex.
vii.
All of these dynamics foster inner calm and, over time, the feeling of a secure inner base.
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7.3 Epilogue:
The origins of a secure base arise from good enough parent(s) [Bowlby 1951 & 1953; Winnicott
1960]. If the child does not, for whatever reason, have this, then her or his background neurophysiology is
likely to be dominated by such Primary Process emotions as FEAR, RAGE, Separation Distress [PANIC /
GRIEF] and as a result, perhaps unwholesome SEEKING. These in turn will be the default position because
the underlying ANS default position is likely to be one of increased SNS afferent activity [Craig 2015].
Thich Nhat Hanh has suggested that those intending to become parents25 attend mindfulness
based courses to facilitate their parenting skills [Hanh 2001, p 32; and see Habit Energy]. Mental Training
can bring about fundamental changes in our background ANS activity, increasing PSNS afferent input to the
brain, and so facilitate positive and wholesome Primary Process Emotions – as illustrated in Figure 7.2.

A good enough parent, and good enough parents, essentially give their child appropriate mental
training which will facilitate the wholesome development of their primary care circuits and autonomic
nervous system; in other words, there will be an inner tendency towards CARE, PLAY, and wholesome
SEEKING, associated with a background ANS activity often predominated by increased PSNS afferent
activity.
When the child grows up and becomes an adult, this will facilitate appropriate parenting skills and
responses to stressors. These dynamics are further discussed in the next article, B20: Separation Distress
and Well-Being – neuro-physiological reflections on developing a Secure Base.

Ian Ross
52 Hopetoun Terrace,
Gullane,
East Lothian,
EH31 2DD
Scotland
March 2014 – November 2017
ross425@btinternet.com

25

Including, of course, those with a child already conceived.
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8. Glossary

Active
Concentration I
From
glossary of
web-article
E-03

Active
Concentation II
Quotes from Luthe
& Schultz 1969
Glossary p 212

A term frequently used by Schultz & Luthe to indicate a form of concentration when we are focused on striving to
get a particular result / solution to a problem; this means that Active Concentration is goal directed.
Widespread research indicates that if AT students adopt such a striving, goal-orientated approach to the
Autogenic Exercises the results will not be moving towards “neutral or pleasing / relaxing” states [see Luthe 1970
Volume 4 Table 2 page 16].
Their own definition is somewhat technical – see below.
See also:
o Passive Concentration
o Mindful Awareness
• An ergotropically*** oriented, stress-related mental process and attitude implying efforts to maintain
exclusive and persistent attention focused on a problem (object, activity) with an active, goal-directed
investment of energy and voluntaristic striving toward the desired functional result.
Luthe & Schultz 1969 Volume 1 Glossary p 212
• *** Ergotropic: technical term used by W.R. Hess, having to do with those mechanisms which physiologically
belong to bodily work and relevant dynamics of activation.
Luthe & Schultz 1969 Volume 1 Glossary p 223

Afferent Nerves

Nerves originating in the body / viscera and terminating in the brain (or spinal cord).
Etymology: from Latin afferre: to carry to (the brain) – [CED 2001] Cf. efferent nerves, which carry messages
from the brain to the body.
In connection with homeostatic emotions, the afferent and efferent nerves are closely inter-related with the
Autonomic Nervous System and other homeostatically related modalities such as skin temperature, pain, and
affiliative touch.

Affiliation

The development of affiliative relationships in evolution was transformational. For example, mother turtles lay
their eggs and that is that. When the young turtle hatches, the younglings have to make their way to the sea
alone and unprotected. With the evolution of mammals, this all changed.
In the 1950s there was still a view that all a baby needs is food (milk) and shelter – and at that time psychological
reductionism meant that “developmental thinkers tended to focus on simple reward and punishments as the
focus for development” [Gilbert & Choden 2013 / 2015].

Adapted from
glossary of E-03

The work of Spitz, Harlow, Bowlby and others showed this to be nonsense. In particular, Bowlby showed that
babies SEEK nurturing and care from their mothers; and that the mothers are primed to give this nurturing and
CARE. [e.g. Bowlby 1951; 1953; 1963; 1973; 1980; Ainsworth 1967; Ainsworth & Bowlby 1989; Panksepp 1998].
 The healthy mother-infant dyad thus becomes crucial for the long term health of the child [Schore
2003A; 2003B; 2003C; Gilbert & Choden 2013 / 2015 pp 104-121].
This mother infant dyad is crucial for the development of the child’s own CARE, PLAY and wholesome SEEKING
circuits; and for being able to deal appropriately with Separation Distress [Panksepp & Biven 2012]. This process
requires courage on the part of the developing child; and hence the importance of parental en-couragement
[Gilbert & Choden 2013 / 2015 p 106].
When a child becomes distressed, there will be activation on the child’s Sympathetic Nervous System (SNS)
afferents. Babies and young children are not able to regulate their own affect as their Pre-Frontal Cortex is not
yet sufficiently developed. So they need close physical and touching support for their distress to become settled.
This is of course provided normally by a gentle and soothing cuddle – with the physical contact activating the
affiliative touch pathways which themselves will activate the PSNS – and particularly the myelinated vagal
system. The PSNS afferents input to the brain (Left Anterior Insular Cortex) will then activate positive and nurturing
feelings within the child.
Affiliative Touch
(Sensual Touch) /
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Affiliative Touch
(Sensual Touch)
Adapted from
Glossary of E-03,
which has a more
comprehensive
glossary.

Affiliative Touch, also known as affective and sensory touch [Craig 2015], is an interoceptive modality. It is vital
for the well-being of infants and their mother, and for the wholesome development of the child-parent
relationship. Small children are unable to regulate their own disturbed affect; for this they need close, physical –
and wholesome, contact. Children who are chronically deprived of close physical contact do not thrive. [This has
been tragically confirmed, historically, in the case of Harlow’s monkey experiments and the Romanian Orphans
[Harlow 1958; Sunderland 2006 page 52].
Sensory / Affiliative touch is also crucial for close intimate relationship in adults. It is thus crucial for the well
being of human beings.

Based on Craig2015
See also Affiliation.

Affiliative Touch is an interoceptive modality, and so its afferent fibres do not terminate in the classical SomatoSensory Cortex described by Penfield. Rather, Affiliative touch afferents terminate in the Dorsal Posterior Insula
(Insular Cortex), and not the somatosensory cortex [Craig 2015; e.g. p 109-110; and 170-181]. The affective
touch (axiomatically afferent) neural fibres are small diameter and unmyelinated C-Tactile sensory fibres – not to
be confused with the large diameter cutaneous mechanoreceptors. They can be activated by gentle touch (and
by light slow brushing).

“Affective touch is an interoceptive modality, and it subserves homeostasis not only at the
level of the individual but also at the level of the social community; it supports the health and
well-being of the individual and species.”
Craig 2015 p 173
Note that the gentle slow touching (caressing) that activates these fibres is “not fast enough to activate the large
diameter cutaneous mechano-receptors – including two-point discrimination.
o Affiliative touch is by its neuro-physiological nature gentle.
o Non-gentle touch activates SNS homeostatic afferents warning us of (potential) danger.
See also Affiliation
Allostatic Load
Adapted from
Ross 2010 Glossary

The build-up over time of inappropriate physiological responses to external or internal stressors; these may then
lead, sooner or later, to physical (and mental) pathology. It can also be described as: "The wear and tear that
results from chronic over activity or under activity of Allostatic systems."
•

A term used by McEwen (McEwen 1998; McEwen & Lasley 2003) to denote a permanent change in the
body's physiology / biochemistry brought about by stressors. In effect, the stressors are transduced into
dis-ease; disease; and possibly early death. [An analogy can be found in the physics of metals: if a metal
is stretched beyond its "elastic limit" it becomes permanently deformed.]

•

Selye [Selye 1956; Selye 1974] had much earlier suggested that the Stress Response could result in
damage to the organism if the stressors were excessive or prolonged: this results in the Chronic Stress
Response, which overlaps with the concept of Allostatic Load.

Children who have had stressful / traumatic childhoods will be particularly prone to Allostatic Load [see also
Felitti et al 1998; 2003; 2016A; and Ross 2010 pp 61-61].
The concept was originally introduced by Sterling and Eyer (1988) and Sterling (2003)
See also Stress Response below.
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Authentic Self (I)
Adapted from E-03,
which itself is
modified from Ross
2010 Glossary
E-03 also has two
further entries:
Authentic Self II and
Authentic Self III.
See also:
Self Realisation
(Schultz)

A concept developed by Luthe which represents the full potential development of each human being given their
genetic endowment. This implies that it can be reached if we have:
o appropriate parenting and education*** (but see Part III in the extended Glossary of
E-03) and if we
o consciously, as adults, set out on a path of SEEKING on-going wholesome
development [Self-Realisation].
Luthe contrasted the Authentic Self with:
i.
the Artificial Self – which is the false-self we may hide behind when, for example we are
seeking approval of others. And:
ii.
the Natural Self which is the Self we have reached at any particular point in our life. [See also
Ross 2010 Appendix C3 in Essay 1 pp 36-40].
Winnicott describes a somewhat similar concept on terms of the True Self and False Self [Winnicott 1960]. The
False Self may emerge in a child as an adaptive response to repeatedly dysfunctional family dynamics, and what
Winnicott describes as a “not good enough parent”. This may then, in time, lead on to what become
dysfunctional Procedural Learned Tendencies in adult life [Ogden 2009]. On the other hand, if the child is blessed
with a Secure Base, and nurturing and CARE-ing parents, then the child’s True Self is much more likely to emerge
– and so her or his Authentic Self.

The concept of the Authentic Self actually overlaps with Schultz’ own perspective on Autogenic Training: “……in this sense our
work leads towards the highest goal of psychotherapy (the highest stratum of existential values), to self-realisation” [Schultz;
Quoted by Wallnöfer 2000]. This is not self-realisation in an ego-centric sense; elsewhere Schultz suggests that “it is important
to develop a certain distance from one’s self” [to put it in Wallnöfer’s terminology – 2014 /Spring 2016 BAS Newsletter p 13].
Schultz, for example, felt that terms such as “My (right) arm is heavy” should be transformed into e.g. “Arms Heavy”** – as part
of a process of “de-selfing”. This is very much in harmony some eastern philosophies.
** but see also: “to me or not to me” [after de Rivera 2017]

*** However, whatever our childhood experiences, we all have the potential to develop in a positive direction.
We cannot change what has already happened to us, so a more helpful approach is to:
o change how we perceive what has happened to us; this may include
 reflecting on how our parents may have experienced life when they were
say aged 7 or 8 years old;
o make a commitment to ourselves to keep going in a positive and wholesome direction (SelfRealisation).
Background
Feelings
Exrtact from
Glossary or Ross
2010 – based on
Damasio 1999

Damasio uses the term Feeling to denote the subjective awareness of emotions (Damasio 1994; 2003). He also
uses the term background feeling to denote the minute by minute subjective feeling state that we are in at any
one moment that may or may not be a classical emotion such as fear or joy. We could say that the inner state of
the body is constantly being monitored (in the brain and periphery) and this gives rise to background feelings.
“It is probably true to say that background feelings are a faithful index of momentary parameters of inner
organism state. The core ingredients of that index are:
1. The temporal and spatial shape of the operations of the smooth musculature in blood vessels and
varied organs, and of the striated muscle of heart and chest;
2. the chemical profile of the milieu close to all those muscle fibres; and
3. the presence or absence of a chemical profile signifying either a threat to the integrity of living
tissues or conditions of optimum homeostasis.”
Damasio1999, pp 286-287
Background feelings are closely inter-related to the afferent feedback we are getting second by second from the
body [Craig 2015]. Craig’s work can be seen in terms of providing the neuro-physiological underpinning of
Damasio’s Background Feelings [i.e. How Do You Feel? Craig 2015].
See also: Procedural Learned Tendencies.
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Chronic Stress
Response

The Chronic Stress Response occurs when an individual is subjected to prolonged stressors, including
psychological stressors, which result in a prolonged Stress Response to successive stressors.


From Ross 2016
Glossary [E-03] Part
C with some minor
changes
•
•
•
•

Such a chronic Stress Response will result in cascades of stress related hormones / informational
substances which over time may become toxic and so result in physical and / or mental damage – i.e.
from physiological and mental dis-ease to pathological disease. The process by which this occurs is
sometimes referred to as Allostatic Load.

Note that Sapolsky emphasises that some of the most important stressors in producing the Chronic Stress
Response are psychological factors (i.e. to do with our mental state) [Sapolsky 2007].
Adverse Procedural Learned Tendencies are associated with psychological (and physical) factors.
Note also that Selye recognised that the Stress Response could sometimes lead to disease: however, Selye
thought that this was because the Stress hormones / informational substance production ceased (from
“exhaustion”); actually, it is because over time they become toxic.
Paraphrasing Paracelsus: “the poison is in the dose.” [Kaptchuk & Croucher 1986, p 76].
Allostatic Load is associated with:
i.
Anxiety
ii. Depression
iii. Chronic Fatigue
iv. Metabolic Syndrome
•
Increase in glucose – hyperglycaemia
•
Hypertension
•
Hyper-cholesterolemia
v. Functional / psychosomatic disorders (see also Adverse
Childhood Events in Section 11.7 of E-03 paper)
Mainly based on Kradin 2016 Day 2 16-04-2016, London
e.g.: Page 13 slide 2 of handout dated 12-04-2016

Such a chronic Stress Response may be associated with:
 increased activation of SNS afferents to the Right Anterior Insular Cortex and the associated “negative
emotions” [Craig 2010].
 hypervigilant states, and the condition known in general practice as “medically unexplained symptoms”
[Dobbin & S. Ross 2012].
Deus ex Machina
“God out of the
machine”
i.e. operating from
out-with the world or
cosmos

Imported from
glossary of Ross
2010

Dual Concentration
See also
Passive
Concentration
Active
Concentration
Mindful Awareness

A term originally used in ancient Greek and Roman plays in which a “god” appeared towards the end of the play
to resolve the plot or miraculously sort out the human dilemmas that had been created in the play. The term was
used quite extensively by theologians during the 1960s.
Here it is used by IR specifically to denote a concept of God that is out-with the Cosmos. Some find such a
concept of God difficult to grasp.
Other concepts of God would suggest that God is embraced within the concept of the Cosmos; and cannot be
separated from it. The thesis that God created the cosmos does not solve the origins of God (so can be regarded
as part of the debatable concept of “God of the gaps”) [Though it is accepted that this may be somewhat of a
Left- Brain way of looking at the matter.]
• Within nature there is something somewhat uncanny which we could call the life-force;
• the ancient Chinese concept of Tao perhaps overlaps with this idea.
The Eastern concept of the ‘divine’ within each one of us can be compared and contrasted with the concept of
deus ex machina.
A term used by de Rivera to describe the dual nature of the mental activity / awareness during an Autogenic
Standard Exercise sequence:
Dual Concentration: The specific meditation method of autogenics. Consists of passive concentration
in the same experience by two paths:
i.
the direct perception of a somatic sensation and
ii.
the concurrent verbalisation of the somato-sensory experience that is taking place.
de Rivera 2017 p 35
This is carried out in the mental state traditionally described as Passive Concentration; but see also Mindful
Awareness.
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Emotional
Operating NeuroSystems
or
Circuits.
[EONS]
Also described by
Panksepp as
Primary Process
Emotions
Adapted from From
Ross 2010

Empathy
See also:
Sympathy
Theory of Mind

The term used by Panksepp (Panksepp 1998) for the main Emotional Operating Neuro-Circuits or Systems;
these include the following neuro-circuits: SEEKING; RAGE; FEAR; PANIC (Separation Distress); LUST; CARE
(Nurturing); and PLAY. Panksepp uses all-capitals-notation when he is referring to these specific EONS; thus
PLAY-circuits.
This brief summary of the various EONS below is taken from Ross 2005X p 12.
.
EONS are obviously in themselves not good or bad; for health we need the full range of these Systems:
 The RAGE System is the EONS associated with the fight response; this may mean fighting to the
death. It can therefore lead to murderous type rage.
 The FEAR System is associated with anxiety; and the flight / freeze response. (This means that
what we describe as the Fight / Flight / Freeze system actually encompasses at least two discrete
EONS - the RAGE-system and the FEAR-system – and possibly three, severe PANIC with the
activation of the un-myelinated ancient PSNS – [Panksepp 1998; Porges 2011].)
 The PANIC System is, in evolutionary terms, associated with Separation Distress.
 The LUST circuits are essential for appropriate sexual responses and interactions; the specific
dynamics of these circuits modulate our sexual orientation.
 The PLAY System is vital for our development, from early childhood on.
 The SEEKING System includes the curiosity-interest-expectancy system (this was previously and
inaccurately know as the "reward" system (Panksepp 1998); it has also been taken to embrace
searching for meaning and meaning-making (Carroll 2003).
 The CARE System is of fundamental importance to mammals – and in humans in terms of a Secure
Base, nurturing, and building a caring and ethical society.
.
“The power of understanding and imaginatively entering into another person’s feelings.” [Collins English
Dictionary 2011]
This is the ordinary English language understanding of the word. Our European colleagues are confused by
our use of this word; for them, empathy can have the connotation that the reason for understanding the other
can be to then manipulate the other / taking advantage of them – i.e. a potentially unwholesome and un-ethical
approach.
The confusion seems to have arisen from a mistranslation of the word many years ago; see under sympathy.

Ergotropic System
Cf. Trophotropic

The system described by W.R. Hess, a Swiss professor of physiology in the University of Zurich, whose research
led him to distinguish two basic physiological systems:
➢ Ergotropic (to do with energy expenditure and survival), and
 Trophotroic (to do with rest, repair, recuperation and nurturing).
Schultz and Luthe were aware of the work of Walter Hess, and in particular they refer to the ergotropic system in
connection with Active Concentration:
Active Concentration: an ergotropically oriented, stress-related mental process and attitude
implying efforts to maintain exclusive and persistent attention on a problem…..with an active, goal
directed investment of energy and voluntaristic striving towards the desired functional result.
Distinguish from: Passive Concentration
Luthe & Schultz 1969 Volume I p 212
o
o

Ergo: Greek for work;
Tropic: Greek for turning towards; develop in response…

➢ Ergotropic activities that do not have built in rest / recuperation periods can lead to Allostatic Load
[McEwen 1998; 2004; McEwen & Lasley 2003; Rossi 2002].
➢ Ergotropic dynamics will be associated with increased SNS afferent activity [Craig 2015].
➢ Children who have grown up within a dysfunctional family and or have suffered from some form of abuse
will tend to have increased activity of this ergotropic system.
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Ethics and Mental
Training
This matter is
discussed more
fully in Section 7.1

A secure base depends upon the wholesome workings of the Primary Care Circuits of the parents and their
children. Wholesome Mental Training, be it Autogenic Training or specific Mindfulness approaches, depends
upon an ethical basis. Luis de Rivera, a Spanish psychiatrist and Autogenic Therapist (who trained with Luthe in
North America), grounds Autogenic Training firmly within the ancient meditative tradition of the East; and with
the inter-related Mindfulness [de Rivera 2017]. In Chapter 2 (Who invented meditation?”) he states:
….. I have observed that a loving understanding of the nature of fellow humans develops
gradually with the regular practice of Autogenics. Ethical behaviour is the inevitable outcome of
optimal physiological self-regulation, well-balanced psychological dynamics, and empathic
socialisation. Rather than asking adherence to a set of precepts, I recommend the regular practice of
autogenics, to secure the unfolding of your natural ability to become yourself entirely.
de Rivera 2017 pp 24-25

However, Mindful approaches per se do not automatically imply ethical approaches. Ian Sevens, a member of a
recent Autogenic Training group, alerted the group to this fact. What follows is thanks to Ian for drawing my
attention to this matter.
➢ “Mindful approaches” have been used in the military – in the Second World War Japanese forces were
trained in Zen [Victoria 1997; Purser 2014].
➢ More recently, Mindfulness Training has been used in the US military to reduce the effects of stress [Johnson
et al 2014] .... In effect, this means that mindfulness approaches can be used to improve the ability of
individuals to kill others. There is an oxymoron here. The ethical basis of most societies has strong sanctions
against murder. Yet in war, military personnel can be decorated for killing other human beings.
So, despite the physiological changes in Mental Training that underpin de Rivera’s observations (e.g. facilitating
CARE, nurturing, and positive affect circuits [e.g. Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven 2012; Craig 2015]), this
becomes problematic if the raison d’ être for ethically based Mental Training is hijacked at the base.
If the ethical basis is sound, then the outcome will, as de Rivera’s analysis suggests, be wholesome. In this
context, Mindful Approaches will also enhance what in ancient China was described as Jen (human heartedness)
– and Schultz’s concept of Self-Realisation.

(A) “Fallen-fromHeaven”
 Einfall
see also:
Trance Like State

A translation that Jung used for the German word Einfall when discussing Intuition in the context of the Four
Functions [Jung 1935 pp 3 – 38; Jung 1971 / 1991 pp 330-372; and see Glossary of Ross 2010 pp 276-277].
INTUITION: The other three functions (i.e.: Sensation, Thinking and Feeling) can all to some
extent operate in the here and now; intuition, the fourth category, has to do with time;
through intuition, we may be able to deduce ‘where something comes from, and whither it
may go.’
o It is a curious function; it may, as it were, allow us to see around corners; to know
of things that we should not know.
A sort of divination; a sort of miraculous faculty.
A sort of perception; not by the senses; but by the unconscious. [after C.J. Jung]
Hence: Einfall – 'A fallen from heaven'
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False Self
Also see
Authentic Self
From Glossary of E-03

A term coined by Winnicott to denote the adaptive behaviour a child may develop when she or he is unable to
express her True Self [Winnicott 1960]. This may result when the wholesome dynamics of a family have broken
down, and / or as a result of one or both parents not being able to be “good enough” (no blame) [Winnicott
1965] – possibly as a result of their own childhood experiences [Winnicott 1965; Sunderand 2007].
For example if the young child likes painting and from time to time makes a mess, her mother may repeatedly
have shouted at her / scolded her. In time this may block the child’s creativity – and she begins to adapt to the
situation by withdrawal / FEAR.
As an adult she may well have a block in her creativity / in reaching her potential / Authentic Self. Such an adult
may be greatly helped by some form of therapy. In this situation, she may become angry with her parents.
o In time, she may come to recognise that this was actually part of the suffering of humans and the
human contition; it was not as such the parent’s (parents’) fault. Rather, they had developed
(negative) procedural learned tendencies that are not appropriate for parents. No blame;
o rather, it is a case of the “sins” of the fathers being visited on several future generations.
➢ Sin used in the original sense of “Missing the Mark”.
Here forgiveness or no forgiveness is not the crucial issue; rather, what is important for the woman (or man)
having counselling is to break away from the dysfunctional and dangerous procedural learned tendencies that
she may re-enact with her own children [Ogden 2009]. In this way, she may be able to find her True Self, and thus
express her Authentic Self [Luthe].
Note: the procedural learned tendencies may be associated with a Life Position (in Transactional Analysis
terminology) of I+; U- (or I-; U+, or even I-;U-). None of these three positions is compatible with being whole – or
with equanimity.
In the same way, if individuals carry out atrocities under the duress of some authoritarian regime, forgiveness is
not the issue. Rather, the task is to correct the ideas and behaviours that led to the terrible suffering of other
human beings. This may require both compassion and letting go.
The compassion and letting go does not, of course, mean that the inappropriate actions of her parents / others
were OK; yet in Transactional Analysis terms she (/he) may be able to move into an authentic I+;U+ Life Position
[Stewart & Joines 1987].

Feelings
Adapted from Ross
2010; and E-03 on
web.

Damasio contrasts emotions (the unconscious emotional processes that have their origins in the Reptilian
and Old Mammalian Brain), and Feelings, which are the subjective awareness and experience of emotions
which embrace neo-cortical circuits. (Damasio 1994, 1999, 2003: MacLean 1952, 1990). See also Tri-une
Brain.
These feelings that arise in us are closely related to what is going on in the body and the associated
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) afferent activity moment by moment (see below).
In everyday language, we tend to assume that emotions mean the subjective awareness of the emotion, yet
it is important to appreciate that our feelings are based on complex neuro-physiological processes of which
we are unaware, including:
o Background Feelings (Damasio1999, pp 286-287);
o the ANS afferent input (from the body) to the brain – if this is SNS dominated our feelings will be
very different compared with if they are PSNS dominated [Craig 2015];
➢ increased SNS afferent activity will tend to give rise to negative affect; whereas
increased PSNS activity will tend to give rise to positive affect – such a CARE
and nurturing [Craig 2015; Panksepp 1998];
o unconscious learned patterns of behaviours from our parents and ancestors [see Habit Energies
and Procedural Learned Tendencies; and in Jungian terms, complexes.
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Full Reversibility
Adapted from
Glossary of Ross
2010

A concept developed by Kohlberg (Kohlberg 1975; 1980) in the context of the ethical development of human
beings. This model suggests that we pass through several distinct phases of ethical development: and we
cannot graduate to the next level until we have fully comprehended mentally, emotionally, and spiritually
the level we are on at present. The Stages Include: 1. Pre-conventional Level; 2. Conventional Level; and 3.
Post-conventional Level. Each of these levels is subdivided into two phases, making a total of six categories
or stages in all.
 We could say that the earlier stages of this classification reflect an on-going concept of a permanent,
ego-bound self, that does not see the interdependence and inter-relatedness of all things.
 Stage V1, the highest stage, embraces universal ethical principles and concepts such as justice,
reciprocity, equality of human rights, and respect for the dignity of human beings as individual persons.
 The underlying principle here is one of Full Reversibility. In any dilemma / human dispute, participants
are asked to come up with a solution in which they would be happy with the outcome whoever they
were in the dispute. So for example, in a marriage dispute, Full Reversibility would mean that we were
happy with the outcome if we were the wife / mother; husband / father; and child. Hence the Full
Reversibility concept. The same principles would be used in attempting to work out a lasting peace in
conflicts between nations – e.g. the Palestine-Israel conflict. This interlinks with Rawls’ Veil of Ignorance
[Rawls 1972].
In short, we could say that the extent to which we graduate to this Level V1 reflects the extent to which we
have been able to move beyond concepts of permanence and a separate self – towards one of nonpermanence and the inter-relatedness of all things; towards one in which we can imagine ourself in the
other’s shoes. [See also: empathy / sympathy / theory of mind]
The Ayurveda quality of sattvic overlaps with the concept of Full Reversibility. Satish Kumar, in “Spiritual
Compass – The three qualities of life”, says:

……. Thus the sattvic tendency is always towards minimum impact. The sattvic
approach to economics and politics is a quest for simple, long lasting benefits and
non-violent means.
Kumar 2008 p 25
Kumar contrasts this sattvic quality with those of rajasic and tamasic.
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Habit Energy
Sources include:
Hanh 1998;
e.g. pp 24-25; 4548; 61-62;
And D11 and E-03
on web-site.
Habit Energies can
be neutral,
negative, or
positive.
See also:
D3 on web: “Store
Consciousness and
Watering our Positive
Seeds”

As we grow up, we take on certain patterns of behaviour and attitudes from our parents, teachers, and
ancestors. Some of these may be helpful, some may be neutral, and others may be dysfunctional. In Buddhist
psychology, these are termed Habit Energies, and overlap with Procedural Learned Tendencies and
Complexes (see below).
In the context of habit energies, the image is sometimes given of a man on a horse; the man does not know
where he is going because the horse has a will of her / his own. The horse in this context is our habit energy
[Hanh 1998 pp 24-25]. They can influence us at an unconscious level and so lead to volitional actions that
may later perplex us – that is, we can be driven by these unconscious forces.
➢ Negative habit energies may drive us, unconsciously, towards evil.
➢ "Gradually it was disclosed to me that the line separating good and evil passes not through
states, nor between classes, nor between political parties either - but right through every human
heart." [Alexander Solzhenitsyn, writing of his time in the Siberian gulag, watching his fellow
inmates struggling to survive – thanks to Michael Ross for this input.]
Complexes, in the Jungian sense, are forms of Habit Energies. These can be passed down to us by our
ancestors, and in turn we can pass down habit energies to our offspring. These may manifest in terms of
Procedural Learned Tendencies [Ogden 2009]. Negative habit energies can very easily be transmitted to our
children, starting when the baby is in the womb. Hanh suggests pre-marriage classes to reduce such negative
transmission.

Bringing a new life into the world is a serious matter. Doctors and therapists spend up to ten years to get a
licence to practice. But anyone can become a parent without any training or preparation. We need to create an
“Institute of the Family” where young people, before they have children, can go for one year to practice looking
deeply into themselves in order to see what kind of seeds in them are strong and what kind of seeds are weak. If the
positive seeds are too weak, prospective parents need to learn ways to water them in order to make them stronger.
If the negative seeds are too strong, they should learn ways to transform them, to live in a way that those seeds will
not be watered so much.
One year of preparation for getting married and starting a family is not too much to ask. Mothers-to-be can
learn how to sow seeds of happiness, peace, and joy, and avoid unhealthy seeds in their babies’ store consciousness.
Fathers-to-be also need to be aware that the way they act sows seeds in the store consciousness of their unborn
child….
Hanh 2001; p 32 with minor adaptation
For an introduction to the concept of watering seeds and store consciousness, see also:
D3: Store Consciousness and Watering our Positive Seeds

Some Habit Energies drive us into the doing mode, so we are for ever doing, planning, ruminating – and so
miss the present moment: the moon dancing behind clouds at night, or the cypress tree in the courtyard [see
web-article E-03].
Mindful approaches, which all embrace some form of meditation / mental training, can facilitate us in
addressing our habit energies: “Hallo Habit Energy; I know you are there”; we then can simply smile at the
negative Habit Energy and this will begin to de-potentiate its power over us [Hanh 1998 p 26].
Mental Training such as Meditation and Autogenic practice can become positive habit energies; and we may
then feel incomplete / something not right if we miss a session. The Partial Exercise “neck and shoulders
heavy”, and walking meditation, can become positive habit energies. These are linked in with the
experiential mode / Being Mode, and are interlinked with increased PSNS afferent activity.

Happiness is also a habit energy. When we practise walking meditation, every step we take brings us peace and
joy. When we first begin to practise walking meditation, we may have to make an effort. We are not yet skilled at it.
But one day we begin to feel peace and joy quite naturally. We wonder, “Why was I always in such a hurry?” Once we
feel at ease with walking meditation and other ways of moving mindfully, they become a wholesome habit.
Hanh 2001; p 47
A woman in an Autogenic Training group some years ago came up with the Personal and Motivational
Formula of: “Nature Grounds Me”**. Allowing ourselves to be in the present moment, to be grounded in
nature, becomes a positive habit energy.
Forms of psychotherapy and Mental Training can facilitate a re-wiring of our brains – and as a result of this
we can become less driven by such negative habit energies.
** Thanks to KC, a member of a 2013 group, for this lovely formulation.
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Homeostatic
Emotions
Adapted from
original 2016
Glossary of E-03
Homeostatic
Emotions include:
• Pain (first pain
Hospitalism
= pricking pain;
and second
pain = burning
Also see
Section
pain)
• Temperature
(cool; warm)
• Itch
• Muscle ache
• Gastric
distension
• Vasomotor
flush
• Taste: e.g.
Sweet / Salty
• Affective /
Affiliative /
Sensual Touch.

Craig defines a homeostatic emotion as:
 “A homeostatically motivated behaviour coupled in humans with a concomitant affective
feeling from the body” [Craig 2015 p 303].
This then implies that homeostatic emotions embrace such modalities as pain and temperature (e.g. feeling
pleasantly warm) – see below.
Feelings such as: thirst / hunger / feeling too cold can be regarded as homeostatic emotions. In the case of
thirst, for example: we become aware of our thirst, and that then motivates our behaviour to seek water /
fluid refreshment. The primary process emotion that is activated in this pursuit for water is the SEEKING
system [Panksepp 1998].
The SEEKING system has been described by Panksepp in terms of a general "foraging /exploration /
investigation / curiosity / interest / expectancy / SEEKING- system” (Panksepp 1998 p 145). So when we are
thirsty, if we have interest /expectancy of finding water we seek out the right place. In the case of the
Bushman, when the particular Bushman community are all hungry, the men go out with expectancy for the
whole group.
Craig has this to say about the matter:
“The feelings from the body are characterised by a distinct sensation that is inherently coloured by
a strong affect that is directly associated with a motivation that drives the behavioural responses
needed to maintain the health of the body; in other words, the affective feelings from the body
occur concomitantly with motivations for homeostatic behaviours. To my mind, that means that
these combinations can be viewed as homeostatic emotions. This concept emphasises the
essential homeostatic and autonomic roles of feelings from the body, it is consistent with the
anatomical organisation, and it fits with the emerging ideas about embodied emotions.”
Craig 2015 p 42
We can say that in some senses motivations and homeostatic emotions are closely inter-related. The thirst
drives the SEEKING system in a particular direction.

Hospitalism

Small children seek close physical contact with their mothers; such close physical contact activates the
affiliative touch afferent pathways of both child and mother, and so helps to restore any disturbed affect in
the child. The SEEKING for affiliative touch is thus closely integrated with our Separation Distress [PANIC]
circuits.
 Affiliative touch is best regarded as a homeostatic emotion.
A term coined originally in the 19th Century from early studies by Crandall who raised concerns regarding the
development and well-being of children who were being cared for in the context of a hospital environment.

Conditions Requisite for the Successful Rearing of Infants
A study of hospitalism, and the strange tendency shown by infants to waste away in apparently congenial
surroundings, naturally leads to an inquiry regarding its causes. This in turn leads to an inquiry regarding the
conditions essential to the successful rearing of infants. These conditions may be considered under three general
headings, succinctly stated by Holt as "care, fare, and air."
The care of the infant involves the important subjects of clothing, housing, and personal hygiene. By modern
methods perfection in clothing has been almost attained. Perfect personal hygiene may also be obtained. In the
changeable and hostile climate of northern latitudes perfection of environment is almost impossible. In the home
the very important question of exercise for an infant may be successfully settled. The healthy infant, when awake, is
in constant motion. A certain amount of handling and changing of position is almost necessary for good health. This,
it is true, may be easily overdone, but the holding in the arms and fondling which an infant receives from a judicious
mother or nurse is decidedly beneficial. It is certain that nature never designed that a baby should lie quietly in a crib
from morning to night.
Crandall 1897
Despite this original research and all the studies that have since confirmed Crandall’s basic concern, this
seems to be a recurring problem in human societies from time to time. See for example the Romanian
Orphans [Harlow 1958; Sunderland 2006 page 52].
Also see Affiliative Touch
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Infant Strange
Situation
ISS

Inter-Being
Adapted from
Glossary of D11
See also:
Interdependent CoArising;

A real-time method of assessing the quality of the mother-child attachment dynamics developed by
Ainsworth, following her work with William E. Blatz (in Toronto), Bowlby in London, and then (on her own) in
Uganda. Her Ugandan field studies were based on individual mother-child observations, which while very
informative were not in themselves sufficiently rigorous for the American psychological establishment of the
time.
As a result, she developed the ISS in which, under controlled conditions, the dynamics of a mother and child
could be observed when:
i. a stranger comes into the room where the mother and child are;
ii. the mother then leaves,
iii. the mother returns a few minutes later.
Observations of the behaviour patterns (particularly of the child) in such situations led to the predictions of
which children were secure and which were not. For further details, see main text Part IV and:
o
Infant Strange Situation on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-eJp873OAQ
A term coined by Thich Nhat Hanh [Hanh 1998 e.g. pp 24-27; 2012 pp 55-61].
“Interbeing” is a word that is not in the dictionary yet, but if we combine the prefix “inter” with
the verb “to be”, we have a new verb, “inter-be”. If we look into this sheet of paper even more
deeply, we can see the sunshine in it. If the sunshine is not there, the forest cannot grow. In
fact, nothing can grow. And so, we know that the sunshine is also in this sheet of paper. The
paper and the sunshine inter-are.
[Hanh 2012B pp 55-56]

Mental Training;
Mindfulness III;
and
Homeostatic
Emotions

Interoception
Extract from
glossary of E-03
The essay E-03
deals extensively
with the theme of
afferent and
interoceptive
modalities in the
context of Mental
Training /
Autogenic Training
and Well-Being.
Jen
From glossary of E03

The concept of inter-being is fundamental to Buddhist psychology. The realisation of the inter-relatedness of all
things acts as an anti-dote to the toxic trio. A modern realisation of inter-being can be found in the Systems view
of life [Capra & Luisi 2016].
In the context of wholeness and Well-Being, Autogenic Training needs to be seen in terms of the personal, the
social, and the ethical. Otherwise it can be misused – see Simpson 2017.

This term was origially coined by Charles S. Sherrington during the early years of the 20th century; he used it
particularly to describe sensations from the viscera [Craig 2015 p 3]. It refers to sensory modalities that
arise inside the body – and / or on the surface of the body and these modalities are intimately connected
with homeostasis [Craig 2015]. Information is transmitted from the body / organs to the brain by afferent
nerves.
These afferent nerve fibres terminate in the brain (Dorsal Posterior Insular cortex) [Craig 2015 p 175], and
include the following modalities: “pain, temperature, itch, muscle burn, visceral sensations, hunger, thirst,
taste, and ….. sensual touch” [Craig 2004]. It will be noted that all of these are essential for homeostasis.
Sensual Touch is also known as Affective / Affiliative Touch.
See also Homeostatic Emotions.
As the child develops and matures, it is important that she / he develop a good sense of interoception. This
will be facilitated by a nurturing / “good enough” parent [Winnicott 1960 / 1965; Sunderland 2006; 2016].
In ancient China there was a human quality regarded more highly than any other virtue: higher, for example,
than righteousness, higher than benevolence.
•
“This quality was known as Jen, which can perhaps best be translated as human-heartedness”.
(Watts 1995; page 25).
For further details, see also Appendix A of E-03.
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Live Experience
See also
Meaning
Numinous-Sense

Meaning

An expression suggested by de Rivera [2017] in an attempt to convey the meaning of erlebnis in German and
vivencia in Spanish. If I understand de Rivera correctly, this is a present-moment-awareness-of-the-mysteryand-wonder-of-what-we-are-experiencing-right-now. It is a non-cognitive state that can overlap with
meditative and autogenic states. Jung often referred to the numinous, which may convey more the sense
behind erlebnis /vivencia.
For this reason I feel that the word conjunction Numinous-Sense may give us a better feel of a concept that is
embedded within German and Spanish cultures.
‘A student once asked Zen Master Chao-Chou why the Indian monk Bodhidharma had brought the Buddha’s
ideas and teachings to China; the Zen Master replied: “Look at the cypress tree in the courtyard”. [Hanh
1973 p 49-51; Keown 2003 p 37; 54].’ [Extract from thematically linked article E-03: “Look at the Cypress
Tree: Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being”.]
One of the Buddha’s recurring teachings was for us to be in the present moment, and to avoid ruminating
negatively about the past (“pursuing the past”) or getting lost in the future (“losing yourself in the future”)
[Hanh 1990; p 6 and entire book!].
If we are spending most of our time in thinking and “left brain activities” [McGilchrist 2009], we may end up
missing the magical moments that are potentially there each day for us. We may end up simply doing, not
being. We are, after all, human beings.
This was I think in mind in Chao-Chou’s reply to the student.
Meaning, and the meaning of life, may differ from one human to another. Meaning is to some extent
determined by our family, social and cultural mores. Can meaning have a wider connotation than this? Is
there a potential universal type meaning to life that could be acceptable to all humans whatever our
background or ethnic origins?

Adapted from
glossary of Ross
2010
❖ Sakyamuni was not content with the meaning of life in the well-to-do family into which he was born. Eventually he went to
seek meaning from various gurus and from various disciplines, and gradually developed a specific “middle way” with
meditative and mindfulness practices; he thus became awakened – and so the Buddha. Some would argue that his insights into
the human condition and suffering have universal value for all humans.
❖ Frankl was brought up in a western culture, and his experience in concentration camps led him to the recognition that meaning
is vital for our survival and wellbeing. Those inmates that lost all meaning tended to give up and die. He challenged the
prevailing perspective of “What do I expect from life” with the much deeper: “What does life, what does the cosmos, expect
from me?” (Frankl 1946; p 98). Such a question stems from a dawning realisation of the inter-relatedness of all things, and in
this respect is a Buddhist type concept.
❖ Jung felt that meaning was central to health; and that the modern (even in his day) medical model excluded such concepts. He
saw one of the main purposes of our lives was to move from an ego-centric perspective in which we see ourselves as separate
individuals to one in which we acknowledge both the positive and negative qualities within us, confront our shadow (which
may well include some of our negative qualities), and become whole through the union of opposites (the Transcendent
Function). The Self was the name he gave to the whole of the psyche, which embraces both the ego and unconscious processes
which will include the shadow. The unconscious itself includes both a personal unconscious and the collective unconscious.
The Collective Unconscious embraces and includes universal archetypes / symbols, which may become manifest in the dreams
of humans – whatever our ethnic origins.
• This process he called Individuation; by acknowledging and coming to terms with our whole psyche, including repressed
parts, we can become whole and the unique person that we are: and from this stance play our unique role within our
family and society. Individuation thus links in with perspectives of inter-relatedness and wholeness, and is the antithesis of
an ego-centric or ego-bound perspective. Consumerism is essentially an ego-bound perspective – at least from the
perspective of the ecology / well-being of our planet.
.
❖ Jung felt that the experience of the numinous was a possibility for all of us; and that this linked in with what he felt was a
spiritual dimension that is part of our nature.
❖ The following extract may help to shed further light on Jung’s perspective:
The reproach levelled at the Freudian and Adlerian theories is not that they are based on instincts, but that
they are one sided. It is psychology without the psyche, and this suits people who think they have no spiritual
needs or aspirations. But here both doctor and patient deceive themselves. Even though the theories of Freud
and Adler come much nearer to getting at the bottom of the neuroses than any earlier approach from the
medical side, their exclusive concern with the instincts fails to satisfy the deeper spiritual needs of the patient.
They are too much bound by the premises of nineteenth-century science, too matter of fact, and they give too
little value to fictional and imaginative processes. In a word, they do not give enough meaning to life. And it is
only meaning that liberates.
Jung 1932; para 496
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Ordinary reasonableness, sound judgement, science as a compendium of common sense, these certainly
help us over a good part of the road, but they never take us beyond the frontiers of life’s most commonplace
realities, beyond the merely average and normal. They afford no answer to the question of psychic suffering and
its profound significance. A psychoneurosis must be understood, ultimately, as the suffering of a soul which has
not discovered its meaning. But all creativeness in the realm of the spirit as well as every psychic advance of man
arises from the suffering of the soul, and the cause of the suffering is spiritual stagnation, or psychic sterility.
Jung 1932; para 497
.

❖
❖

Here Jung is suggesting that part of mental dis-ease is the result of a loss of meaning.
Jung is also saying, I think, that suffering, in the context of mental dis-ease, is the lot of humans whenever we have lost a sense
of meaning; yet out of this suffering new meaning can be born. We could reframe this by saying that if we are able to work
through our suffering, it will over time form good “compost”, as a result of which new shoots of creativity and wholeness will
spring up.
❖ If we do not have a secure base, we may well experience greater “suffering of soul”. Yet such composting may result in the
individual becoming more caring and mindful, and so, for example, a wonderful mother, teacher and / or therapist.
Mental Training
Mental Training in the context of this paper denotes any form of mental training that facilitates the
Relaxation Response / self-nurturing – and wholesome changes in the way we think, feel and relate. In this
A more extensive
term I include, for example:
form of this entry
•
Various forms of Meditation
can be found in E•
Positive Mental Training
03.
•
Mindfulness approaches
•
Autogenic Training
•
Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy for Depression – a new approach to preventing relapse
[Segal, Williams and Teasdale 2002]. This is included as it is fundamentally a Mindfulness based
approach that includes Meditative type exercise. The reference to CBT was primarily to allow this
approach to be accepted by the medical establishment.
Research indicates that there is a great deal of overlap between different forms of Mental Training, all of
which can promote a move towards well-being / wholeness / our Authentic Self / True Self.

Mindful Awareness
Expanded from
Glossary of E-03
2016 edition
Compare with:
o Passive
Concentration
o Passive
Acceptance

Benson’s research indicates that many different types of mental training can bring about transformation
[Benson & Stark 1996].
A new version of Autogenic Training has been developed over the last decade or so, Autogenics 3.0, by Luis
de Rivera [de Rivera 2017], and this may in due course be found to be of particular value to those coming
from an Insecure Base.
In the Autogenic Training literature, the phrase Passive Concentration is used to describe the focused
awareness during an AT sequence. I have never found the term helpful in reflecting the mental state of such
focused awareness. For this reason, I tend to use the term Mindful Awareness. (See also Mindfulness – D1 on
website; and Wu Wei.)
In this context Mindful Awareness implies the following.
a) Focused Mindful awareness on the (silent) verbal Autogenic Formula (e.g. Arms and Legs Heavy).
b) Focused Mindful awarness on the body area in question (arms and legs in this case) and noticing
what sensation may or may not be present.
c) Noticing the absence of any sensation.
d) Whatever sensation is noticed, this is done with what could be described as Mindful Acceptance –
accepting what is (our life-experience in this present moment) without judgement.
The mental state is one of non-striving; not striving for any particular result; and one of non-judgement or
expectancy of anything. As and when any thought intrusion / emotion becomes apparent to us, we gently
return to the Standard Exercise sequence without judgment or criticism for the intrusion; this is simply what
our (untrained) human minds tend to do.
The mental dynamics of Autogenic Training is different from many forms of mental training as the nature of
the AT concentration is dual: i.e. Dual Concentration [de Rivera 2017 p 35].
The term Mindful Awareness, in this context, thus embraces both Passive Concentration [Schultz] and
Passive Acceptance [de Rivera 2017].
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Mindfulness
Mindfulness I

Adapted from Ross
2010 Glossary

A Buddhist concept of being mindful and in the present moment; an “alert state of mind” (Keown 2003 under
smrti).
Kabat-Zinn provides a helpful introduction to Mindfulness and indicates that the term includes (at least)
seven key concepts, which embrace: Non-judging; Patience; Trust (developing a basic trust in ourselves);
Beginner’s Mind; Non-striving; Acceptance; and Letting go (equanimity). [See Kabat-Zinn, 1990/2005; pp 3340]
Kabat-Zinn also gives this insightful definition of Mindfulness:
“Paying attention, in a particular way: on purpose, in the present
moment, and non-judgementally”
(Kabat-Zinn 1994 – p 4).
A brief overview of Kabat-Zinn’s approach to Mindfulness can be found on the web-site
www.atdynamics.co.uk D1.
In a recent Autogenic group, we were discussing Mindfulness, and a member suggested Compassion. I agree,
and suggest this is added to the above seven. [thanks to LB, 26-07-2017]. Compassion here embraces
compassion for self, others, and mother-earth. Mindfulness is more than a left-brain concept: it embraces
both heart and mind (see Mindfulness II below), and thus sattvic principles [Kumar 2007].
Mindfulness that is not heartfelt is not mindfulness.

Mindfulness II

This second entry of
Mindfulness in the
glossary is based on
Thich Nhat Hanh’s
perspecitve, and first
appeared in the
glossary of E-03:
“Look at the Cypress
Tree”.
This account is an
extract from
handout DD-05 given
to students attending
AT courses

The concept of mindfulness has its origins in Buddhist philosophy: the Sanskrit word for mindfulness is smriti.
This literally means “remember” or “remembering”. Thich Nhat Hanh says:
Mindfulness is remembering to come back to the present moment. The character
the Chinese use for ‘mindfulness’M has two parts:
the upper part means ‘now,’ and the lower part means ‘mind’ or ‘heart’.
• The first miracle of Mindfulness is to be present and able to touch deeply
the blue sky, the flower, and the smile of our children.”
Hanh 1998 p 64-65H
(Bullet point added)

So, our western translation of smriti gives it a misleading cognitive and left hemisphere bias: mindfulness
that is not heartfelt is not mindfulness. The term would perhaps be better rendered as “Mind-Heart-Fullness”
– or left un-translated. 26
M
H

Hanh then goes on to describe the other aspects of Mindfulness in his chapter on “Right Mindfulness” (pp
64-83).
Mindfulness can be facilitated by various forms of Mental Training.

Mindset
(after Dweck 2012)
Covering
Fixed Mindset and
Growth Mindset.

We all have an ability to develop and grow – in the sense of personal growth. This is independent of our
genes and upbringing. After the Second World War, Alfred Binet, a Frenchman who developed the so called
Intelligence Tests (IQ), was concerned that many children in Paris were not reaching their potential: so he
devised the test to show that, with a suitable environment, the intelligence of these pupils could be
increased (Dweck 2012 pp 4-5).
This ability of our minds to develop is the natural state of the brain in that it is “plastic” and can change and
develop; this is called a Growth Mindset. All forms of personal growth, psychotherapy, and mental training
depend on a Growth Mindset.
By way of contrast, an assumption or belief that, for example, we are stupid and cannot develop, is called a
Fixed Mindset – and may become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
As an historical fact, Binet’s IQ test was mis-applied in Britain during the 1950s. Intelligence Tests were used
in the Eleven Plus examination to determine which children were bright enough to go to a Grammar School;
those who were not were sent to the Secondary Modern schools. This was on the assumption that such a
test, taken once, gives an exact measure of the individual’s potential.
See the linked web-article, B15: Towards a Growth Mindset – based on the work of Carol S Dweck
Mental Training facilitates personal growth because we have Growth Mindsets:

The systematic training of the mind – the cultivation of happiness, the genuine inner transformation by deliberately
selecting and focusing on positive mental states and challenging negative mental states, is possible because of the very
structure and function of the brain……. Neuroscientists have documented the fact that the brain can design new patterns, new
combinations of nerve cells and neurotransmitters (chemicals that transmit messages between nerve cells) in response to new
input. In fact, our brains are malleable, ever changing, reconfiguring their wiring according to new thoughts and experiences.
Howard Cutler 1998 p 31
(in conversations with the Dali Lama)
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Numinous I
Adapted from Ross
2010 glossary p 285

Numinous II
Adapted from Ross
2010 glossary p 285

A term introduced by Otto (Otto 1917; 1923) to describe the mysterious / awe-some aspects of certain
spiritual experiences. Such experiences, it is argued, pre-date the development of an ethical or philosophical
perspective on life (and predate the formations of religions – see below). For full human development, both
the numinous and the ethical are vital. It could be argued that all of the great religions had their origins
when the founder had a numinous experience, or a series of numinous experiences.
The term was subsequently quite widely used by Carl Jung (Jung 1958; 1963A).
The CED defines numinous as:
 Denoting, being or relating to numen; divine.
 Arousing spiritual or religious emotion [feeling might be a better word - IR].
 Mysterious or awe-inspiring.
Numen: a guiding principle, force or spirit [CED 2003].
In our western culture, many have a problem with certain words such as spiritual or religious; they may set in
motion, in our minds, a series of ideas and concepts that baffle us. It may be helpful to regard all religions
and the beliefs that go with them as secondary phenomena that are often divorced from the original
experience. It seems to me that we all have the potential to have a numinous experience; something that we
feel is beyond the material world; something we cannot fathom; something perhaps awe-inspiring. Such
experiences may then be viewed as an encounter with the Beyond; perhaps the Divine; the Mysterious.
However, it is important to separate the actual experience from what is subsequently done with that
experience, which often, in reducing it to words and concepts such as God, ends up as a pale and inadequate
expression of the original (numinous) experience.
We can have a numinous experience while looking deeply at a flower; when sitting outside and looking at
trees, or mountains, or the stars. We do not have to go to the other side of the world for such experiences;
they are potentially here, right now.
As indicated above, Jung not infrequently used the term, and, in more recent times, it has been taken up by
Rossi (Rossi 2002; 2004).
•
Awe is one of the emotions that has been found to be particularly associated with well-being; see
also web-article: A9 Emotions, Well-Being and Immune Function: Awe and Shame as modulators
of Being – for good or ill.
•
The Chinese concept of Dao (Tao) embraces the numinous.
See also: D10 and E03 on website (Look at the Cypress Tree).

Numinous-Sense
See also
Live-experience
Present moment

A sense of Awe is fundamental to our Well-Being [Dickerson et al 2004; Stellar et al 2015].
In the modern world a sense of awe and the numinous is often missing; this is partly a result of urbanisation,
and with this often comes a loss of contact with nature – and so with the wonders of nature.
Being in nature for prolonged periods of time can ground our being.
de Rivera has pointed out that within the English Language there is no word that conveys the meaning of the
Spanish word vivencia, and the German word erlebnis. He suggests that the word combination “liveexperience” gives an inkling of the meaning. But note, when a language does not have a specific word for a
concept that other languages do, there is no way that a translation can give the original sense. This is
particularly the case with some emotions, which are not represented in some languages.
Mental Training facilitates the development of, for example, vivencia and a sense of the numinous.
In ‘The Wise Heart’, Jack Kornfield states:
Buddhist psychology believes that healing occurs when we learn to move from the
realm of concepts to the world of direct experience. Our mental concepts and ideas about
things, about people, objects, or feelings, are static and unchanging. But the reality of
experience is an ever-changing river. Direct perception drops beneath the names of things to
show us their ephemeral, mysterious nature. When we bring our attention to the direct
perception of experience, we become more alive and free.
Kornfield 2008 p 88 .
Mindful practices such as meditation and Autogenic Training can facilitate awareness and direct experience;
in fact, this is I think the essence of some forms of Mental Training, Meditation, and Mindful Awareness.
Increased PSNS afferent activity (as occurs in Meditation), facilitates being in the Present Moment [Hanh
1990 (1993)].
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Passive Acceptance,
in the context of
Passive
Concentration
Suggestion:
First read entry
below re:
Passive
Concentration
[After de Rivera 2017
pp 44-46]

A further refinement of Passive Concentration is given by de Rivera as:
o Passive Acceptance.
This is a paradoxical concept.
➢ If we pay attention to the feeling / thought, then we are paying attention to it, and that can
become problematic – e.g. setting off negative ruminations.
➢ If we deny it, that is a problem, because we are paying attention to denying it.
So what do we do?
If you reject the strange idea, you are paying attention to them; it may be negative
attention, but it is attention nevertheless. If you accept them and allow your attention to be
taken over by them, you lose your focus, and your meditation is spoiled.
This is what Luthe told me after I failed to find the correct answer to the question:
 “Accept the strange elements as if you were interested in them, while, at the
same time, you have no interest whatsoever in them.”
De Rivera 2017 p 45.

We have here a double problem: if we pay attention to the intrusion, that is not quite right as our focus on
the Standard Exercise becomes lost; if we pay attention to not paying attention, as it were, then we are
also hooked.
In the context of an Autogenic session, the mindful approach is, once we become aware of the intrusion, to
acknowledge it (Passive Acceptance), and to then simply direct our attention back to the Standard Exercise
in question without judgement or criticism regarding the intrusion.
See also Mindful Awareness.
Passive
Concentration
Cf.
o Mindful
Awareness
o Active
Concentration

A phrase used extensively by Schultz and Luthe to describe the appropriate mental state in Autogenic
Training, in contrast to Active Concentration.
de Rivera describes it thus:
o “Focalising attention on a particular object, idea, image, sensation etc., without any demand,
expectation or controversy.”
de Rivera 2017 p 34
The concept overlaps with mindfulness in that it is a mental state that is without judgement or criticism (of
self and others).
When, in Autogenic Training, we focus on, for example, “arms and legs heavy”, there are two aspects to
this, described by de Rivera as Dual Concentration [de Rivera 2017 p 35]. These are:
a) Focused attention on the verbal phrase that we are saying silently to ourselves;
b) Focused attention on the part of the body in question – in this example the arms and legs area,
and becomining aware, noticing, any sensation that may or may not be there.
In this sense we can describe it as a win win state. If we notice something, that is fine; if we notice that we
are not noticing anything, that is also fine.
❖ The essence of Passive Concentration is one of non-striving; and not attempting to get any
particular result. This means that there is no “gaining idea” [Suzuki 1970].
Since my first encounter with Autogenic Training, I have never felt that “Passive Concentration” is quite
right – because for me the focused, non-striving state is not passive, in that the mind is engaged mindfully.
If the mind wanders, we are not passive; as soon as we notice the wandering, we gently bring our mind
back to the focus of attention (e.g. Solar Plexus Warm).
For this reason I prefer the term Mindful Awareness.
A further refinement of Passive Concentration is given by de Rivera as
o Passive Acceptance (see entry above) .
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Primary Process
Emotions
[After Panksepp
1998; Panksepp and
Biven 2012]
Procedural Learned
Tendency
Extract from Glossary
of E-03 on website

These refer to the seven primary process emotions that we share with other mammals that have been
extensively researched by Panksepp during the last several decades [Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Biven
2012]. Specifically, they refer to: FEAR; RAGE; LUST; CARE; Separation Distress (PANIC / GRIEF); PLAY and
SEEKING.
See also Emotional Operating Neuro-Circuits or Systems (EONS).
As small children we are learning all the time; and we are learning how best to repond to the situation that
we find ourselves in. Our brains respond to different situations / different family dynamics in different
ways, and in terms of evolutionary perspectives this is an adaptive response. The adaptive response will be
different in, for example, the following examples:
•
If we are born into and spend the early years of our life in a war zone;
•
If we are an orphan;
•
If we are born into a stable society with wholesome values;
•
If we are born into a family where one or other parent is abusive;
•
If we are born into a family with caring / nurturing parents and siblings;
•
If our mother / father dies when we are young.
Each of these situations will have produced different responses in the growing child, which at that point in
time are probably adaptive – meaning an appropriate response to the situation. However, such adaptive
responses can become ingrained into our being and behaviour, and this may then result in the behaviours /
thought patterns becoming Procedurral Learned Tendencies (PLT) in our adult life [Ogden 2009].
Procedural Learned Tendencies are intimately connected with our Primary Porcess Emotions. If, in
childhood, our FEAR, RAGE, and Separation Distress systems are frequently activated, then these circuits
can become imbedded in our responses – PLT – often with associated neo-cortical elaborations of such
emotions. These may include: feelings of revenge, jealousy, hatred, feeling of ill-will towards others; and
lack of self-worth. Because the neuro-circuits associated with these PLT are imbedded in the structure of
our brains, they are difficult to change – and resist change. Yet this is not impossible – for example, see the
quote from Howard Cutler in the Mindset glossary entry.

Sattvic

A quality / attribute described in the Hindu philosophical system, and discussed eloquently in Satish
Kumar’s book: Spiritual Compass – three qualities of life [Kumar 2007].
……. the sattvic tendency is always towards minimum impact. The sattvic approach to
economics and politics is a quest for simple, long lasting benefits and non-violent means.
Kumar 2008 p 25
Sattvic embraces qualities such as: balance, harmony, goodness, purity, Inter-Being, holistic, constructive,
creative, positive attitude, luminous, serenity, being-ness, peaceful, virtuous. In terms of primary process
emotions, it embraces CARE, PLAY and wholesome SEEKING circuits.
Our modern consumerist-capitalist world is not sattvic; the assumption that the success of a country can
be measured in terms of increasing the annual GDP is not compatible with a sustainable world in terms of
the ecology and ecosystems of mother earth; and that of course includes our children and future
generations. [See also Raworth 2017].
Sattvic is to be distinguished from two other attributes: rajasic (extravagant and in excess, egoistic,) and
tamasic, (which includes concepts such as: imbalance, disorder, destructive, violent and vicious).
o Much of modern politics, the celebrity culture, and our modus operandi is rajasic and / or
tamasic.

Security
In the context of
Security of Attachment

From the Latin: securus. Se-: without, and cura: care – i.e. “free from care” “without care” [CED] as
‘without-a-care-in-the-world’.
❖ This can also be taken to mean without anxiety.
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Self-Realisation
Imported from E-03
on web-site

** Or perhaps the two
concepts overlapped;
according to
O’Donovan, Schultz and
Luthe met back in the
1930s [O’Donovan 1989
p 8]

A term used by Schultz, which seems to
very much overlap with Luthe’s (later**)
concept of the Authentic Self.
In the context of Autogenic Training,
Schultz said:
• “In this sense our work leads towards
the highest goal of psychotherapy (the
highest stratum of existential values),
to self-realisation.” [Quoted by Wallnöfer
2000 – see also appendix C].

This implies an ethical dimension, and
overlaps with Jung’s concept of
Individuation.
Figure Glossary G12-C illustrates the
development of Self-Realisation in the
context of neuro-physiological aspects of
Autogenic Training.

G8-1 Autogenic Training and Self-Realisation
(From: Glossary Figure G-12C in E-03]

Spiritual
In the general
context of Body-Mind
Healing
Adapted from
glossary of Ross 2010

The term spiritual, as used here, does not assume a belief in God, gods, or any particular religious set of
beliefs (see also deus ex machina). The following definition of spiritual I have found most helpful in my
(clinical) practice:
 “By spiritual we mean the needs and expectation which all humans have to find meaning,
purpose and value in life: even people who are not religious have belief systems that give their
lives meaning and purpose. Spiritual distress can hinder physical healing, and its identification
may improve healing outcomes. Thus we consider this a dimension relevant in holistic health
care.”
Quoted from: The Department of General Practice (Edinburgh University);
notes for 5th Year Medical Students – 2002.
(Also see Frankl 1946 / 1984)
A further interesting perspective on spiritual is given by Pollard:
o “Some people find spirituality through religion; others find it through science, music, art or a
connection with nature, while still others find it in their personal values and principles. No
matter how it is defined, this elusive entity describes the way we find meaning, hope, comfort
and inner peace in our lives.” (Pollard 2004)
See also: numinous; numinous-sense; live-experience.
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Spiritual Practice

See also
 Meaning
 Live Experience
 Present Moment

Spiritual practices are here taken to mean any practice that helps / facilitates our becoming more whole;
and of getting in touch with what in ancient China was described as Jen, that is human-heartedness.
Spiritual Practice is associated with meaning; psychotherapy can be a form of spiritual practice /
awakening.
The reproach levelled at the Freudian and Adlerian theories is not that they are based on
instincts, but that they are one sided. It is psychology without the psyche, and this suits people who
think they have no spiritual needs or aspirations. But here both doctor and patient deceive
themselves. Even though the theories of Freud and Adler come much nearer to getting at the
bottom of the neuroses than any earlier approach from the medical side, their exclusive concern
with the instincts fails to satisfy the deeper spiritual needs of the patient. They are too much bound
by the premises of nineteenth-century science, too matter of fact, and they give too little value to
fictional and imaginative processes. In a word, they do not give enough meaning to life. And it is
only meaning that liberates.
Jung 1932; para 496
The Spanish psychiatrist and Autogenic Therapist de Rivera comments:

The well-known anecdote that Inuits have many different words for snow fits well with the idea
that languages are created to name the many different experience of the people who speak
them. If this is so, the lack of a single English word to express what is called erlebnis in German
and vivencia in Spanish may suggest that Anglo-Saxons, such a practical people, have little use for
the subtle nuances of spiritual life. Yet those nuances exist and form the essence of our human
experience. As we see later, words are handles we use to collect and combine concepts, so, for
lack of a more concise term, we shall call the spiritual nuances we will be talking about liveexperience.
de Rivera 2017 p 27

De Rivera does not feel the phrase “live-experience” conveys the essential sense of erlebnis /vivencia, yet it
begins to give a feel of it. Perhaps an alternative would be Numinous-Sense; that is, the present moment
awareness of the living-conscious-present-never-to-be-repeated-moment.

Stress Response
From glossary of
E-03
See also
➢ Chronic Stress
Responses
Stress
Response
From glossary of
E-03

This section on the Stress Response is adapted from the Glossary of Ross 2010 pp 289-290. The Stress Response
is associated with increased SNS afferent (and efferent) activity.
o Our feelings of being stressed, or distressed as a result of stressors, is directly correlated with
the increased SNS afferent activity from our body (see, for example, Figure 4.1A and 4.2A in
main text).

As originally conceived by Walter Cannon (Cannon 1936), the Stress Response is the set of adaptive biological
systems that enable an organism to return to homeostasis following a physical / environmental challenge – cf.
the Relaxation Response.
o Notwithstanding Cannon’s concept, the Stress Response these days (2016) is often taken to
include potentially damaging effects – see below.

Part A
(Cannon 1936)
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Stress
Response
Adapted From
glossary of E-03
Part B

As originally conceived by Walter Cannon (Cannon 1936), the Stress Response is:
•
the appropriate physiological and biochemical response to a stressor that results in the restoration of
Homeostasis.
•
Thus, from the evolutionary perspective, it is an appropriate adaptive response.
•
However, if the Stress Response is repeatedly activated in childhood as a result of unwholesome family
dynamics, then it may result in long term and inappropriate Procedural Learned Tendencies.
The Stress Response embraces several key aspects including:
i.

Activation of the SNS including the release of Catecholamines – adrenaline & nor-adrenaline. This is
notated as the Type l Stress Response [in Ross 2010.] which results in:
• Arousal
• Increased skeletal muscle tone (e.g. neck and shoulders becoming tense; note that our
mood / feelings influence our posture, and our posture influences our feelings.
• Increased heart rate and blood pressure;
• Release of glucose – i.e. potentially diabetogenic.

ii.

Activation of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal-axis with the release of cortisol (notated as the Type ll
Stress Response [ Ross 2010.]) which can result in:

Increase in SNS
afferents and
associated
negative affect

Sources now also
include Kradin 2016

• Increase in circulating glucose
• Increase in fat storage
• Loss of neurones in hippocampus and reduced neurogenesis (formation of new
neurones)
• Increase in Lipids
• Increased inflammatory mediators [Kradin 2016].
• Suppression in immune system
And also:
• Reduction in the secretion of sex hormones (e.g. oestrogen / testosterone) from the
pituitary gland [Kradin 2016].

for
Chronic Stress
Response see Part
C below

iii.
iv.

Activation of other Stress Response hormones such as beta-endorphins, vasopressin, prolactin, glucagon.
Reduced secretion of hormones (informational molecules) such as oestrogens / androgens, growth-type
hormones, and energy storage (e.g. insulin).
Suppression of the PSNS.

v.

The restoration of homeostasis, or homeostatic balance, means the return to health and well-being.



Stressor

Should the stressor become prolonged, or the psychological response to the stressor become maladaptive, this may lead to a Chronic Stress Response (entry below under Stress Response C – Chronic)
that can lead to disease (Allostatic Load).
Different stressors will activate the Stress Response in subtly different ways: these are called the stress
signature.
(Based on various sources including Sapolsky 2007 pp 606 – 615)

An event, experience (e.g. a previous emotional trauma) that causes stress (the Stress Response). Stressors can
be divided into: External Stressors, such as excessive pressure at work; and Internal Stressors, such as un-resolved
emotional issues, previous childhood abuse, and on-going physical or emotional pain.
• Research indicates that it is particularly internal stressors (especially if they are recurrent or
chronic) that can be damaging (i.e. producing Allostatic Load) and lead to physical and mental
ill health (Sapolsky 2007).
“Anything that perturbs homeostatic balance” (Sapolsky 2007 p 607). See also Appendix D in E-03.
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Stimulus and
Response

Vicktor Frankl once said:
o “Between stimulus and response lies a space. In that space lie our freedom and power to choose a
response. In our response lies our growth and our happiness” [Frankl e.g. 1946; 1952].

After Frankl
In discussing the importance of this statement in the context of mental training and Autogenic Training with Páll
F. Joensen (from Greenland – PAPT student) during an Autogenic Session, his insightful comments resulted in me
formulating this matter is a somewhat different way.
If we have a good-enough parent, then our dominant background autonomic afferent activity will be ParaSympathetic in nature; with this background physiology, we are generally in a good space to make a measured
response to a stimulus. This is illustrated in Figure G8-2B below.
If, on the other hand, we have not had a secure base and all that that implies, our default autonomic afferent
state may be one of increased SNS activity (FigureG8-2B). This means that the stimulus may often trigger a flight
/fright / freeze [Porges 2011] response, in which we are not free in our response, and in which we cannot grow.
This is another way of framing negative Habit Energies / Procedural Learned Tendencies.
The two figures below illustrate this perspective.

Figure G8-2A
The Response in the context of
increased SNS afferent activity

Legend
PFC: Pre-Frontal Cortex

Figure G8-2B
The Response in the context of
increased PSNS afferent activity

A: Amygdala
Whatever may have happened during our childhood or adult life, we have the potential to transform our
response by regular Mental Training. Even if we are facing an anxiety provoking situation, the judicious use of a
Partial Exercise or the Three Minute Exercise can off-set an increase in SNS afferents, and facilitate a switch
towards increased PSNS afferents, which can then enable us to make a more appropriate response.
If the stimulus / stressor is one of a more long-term nature, then we can do a full Mental / Autogenic Training
sequence.
Sympathy /
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Sympathy
See also:
Empathy;
Theory of Mind

According to the CED: “The sharing of another’s emotions, especially of sorrow or anguish; pity,
compassion”.
However, the English language use of the words empathy and sympathy can be confusing to our
European colleagues. Colwyn Trevarthern is an expert on this matter.

Extract (modified) from Appendix of C6-B on website: Integration and Well Being – Dancing in the Flow of Integration
Appendix of C6-B
Some reflections on sympathy and empathy
The word empathy in the English language has come to be regarded by counsellors / carers and the general public as
more appropriate than the word sympathy. However, this is due to a mis-translation long ago (Trevarthen 2009; 2011 ‘p 8 of
English translation’). If we use the word empathy with our European colleagues, they will see it as the power to understand the
other – with the possible aim of then manipulating them (the other): i.e. a potentially unwholesome and un-ethical approach.
Sympathy, on the other hand, means entering into the other’s feeling with sympathy and compassion – and in that way sharing
some of the essence of their suffering; it is this mutual sharing (an inter-subjective dialogue – Reddy & Trevarthen 2004) that
then becomes the crucible in which deep healing (involving the integrating of various feelings / affects) can come about (Jung
1935; Bromberg 2011; Trevarthen 2009; 2011).
As is clear in the original Greek, em-pathy is a one-sided projection into (or taking in of) an emotion “about”
an object by the self, whereas sym-pathy is a creative sharing of feelings, of whatever kind, “with” an other or
others – seeking immediate mutual sensibility between friends or opponents (Smith 1777/1982). The difference
is that in sympathy, there is a motivation for cooperation and the social negotiation of role (Reddy & Trevarthen
2004), even between infants in groups (Bradley 2008).
Trevarthen 2009, pp 56-57

I propose that two-way ‘sympathetic’ sharing of complementary emotions with another person has roots in
adaptations for communication that grow in the human body and brain before birth. That this endowment leads
to the capacity for more detached appreciation or ‘interpretation’ of matching feelings and states of mind in
other individuals, now widely understood as ‘empathy’. Empathic ‘understanding’ of emotions, knowing how to
identify and regulate them, needs experience. It is developed by learning habits in a pragmatic social world. In
contrast, the natural feelings of sympathy retain their importance for sharing aesthetic and moral principles of
cooperation whatever artificial habits or customs are ‘taught’. They transcend cultural differences, language, and
education of reason. The initial capacity for emotional communication has the property of mutual support, which
is properly called sympathy, and this is essential for harmonizing different intentions, experiences and emotional
reactions.
Trevarthen 2011 p 1
See also pp 7-9 of Trevarthern 2011 for further discussion re the Greek origins empathy and sympathy
[ἐμπάθεια (empatheia) and symπάθεια (sympatheia).

Trevarthern (2011) goes on to say:
I join with those who regret the mis-understandings that the English language has imposed in the last century on beliefs about
human nature and generous human emotions in relations of ‘consensuality’ (Maturana, 1978). It began with translation of
“Einfühlung” (Lipps, 1903), the psychological putting of feeling or imagined quality or form into an object, as “empathy”
(Titchner, 1909), a word that has assumed many complex meanings (Preston and de Waal, 2002). It has displacing** the
reciprocal sharing of “sympathy” which has been given a reduced meaning of “pity”. This mistranslation of the original
aggressive meaning of ἐμπάθεια (empatheia) in Greek, the feeling of physical passion or animosity for someone, so that it takes
on the sense of symπάθεια (sympatheia), which means positive friendliness, compassion, liking. This usurpation of generous
supportive feeling by an imitative ‘reading’ of what the other feels, has been encouraged by the ‘cognitive revolution’ as it
strives to comprehend how single-head** intelligence can solve the mind-body problem and master the tasks of social
responsibility by learning representational prototypes of response and interaction, such as those supposed to be provided by the
grammar of language. The Scottish philosophers of the 17th Century, who were read by Lipps, held that relationships and social
life depend upon a universal human capacity for “innate sympathy”, which generates a conscience, a sense of beauty, a public
‘common sense’ that values happiness and is disturbed by misery, and a moral sense that perceives virtue or vice in ourselves or
others (Hutcheson, 1755).
Trevarthern 2011
pp 11-12 IR printing
** in original
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Systems View of
Life
From Glossary of
E-03

The Cartesian split of body and mind has lead to a split in the psyche of the western mind [see Dobbin & Ross
2012] which many argue is having serious consequence in terms of society, spiritual needs, and our care or not of
mother earth. This is because there are serious limitations of a predominantly left brain “scientific” approach
[see, for example, McGilchrist 2009]. Science, for completeness, needs to embrace both left and right brain
matters, and so embrace feelings and the nurturing aspects of mammalian life and mammalian society [see, for
example, Panksepp 1998].
An exclusive left-brain approach is inherently unscientific as it does not take into account many aspects of the
world, the psyche, and the nature of experience. This matter is very well covered in Capra & Luigi Luis’s The
Systems View of Life – A Unifying Vision [Capra & Luigi Luis 2014].
See also Inter-Being,

Theory of Mind /
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Theory of Mind
Exemplified in the
dolls experiment
with “Sally and
Anne.”

This is briefly discussed in Section 6.5 of the main text.
The initial development of the so called Theory of Mind matures (normally) in childhood. It is the capacity,
as it were, to understand someone else’s perspective, rather than simply our own perspective. Three year old
children have not normally developed this capacity; whereas by the age of four years children normally have. It is
the basis of empathy (or, more properly speaking, sympathy [following [Trevarthern’s perspective ].

Test to establish if child has developed a theory of mind
A child watches the following enactment.
A doll called Annie goes into a room, where there is a small square yellow box and a tall blue round box. She places a
purple marble in the square yellow box, and then leaves the room.
Sally, another doll, then enters the room – but unknown to Annie. Sally opens the small yellow square box, takes out
the marble, and places it in the blue tall round box. She then tiptoes out.
A few moments later, Annie comes back in.
The child is now asked: “Where will Annie look for the marble”.
i.
ii.

If the child answers: “In the yellow square box”, this indicates that she or he has developed theory of mind;
for in this case the child is able to imagine what is going on in Annie’s head.
On the other hand, if the child answers: “She will look in the blue round box”, this indicates that the child –
who knows that in reality the marble is in the blue box, is unable to imagine what Annie will still be thinking.

In the case of i. above, the child can be asked: “Why does Annie look in the yellow square box?” The child might reply:
“You’re stupid to ask the question; Annie obviously does not know that Sally put the marble in the blue round box. So
of course Annie will look in the yellow box.”

An intersting video of the Sally & Ann doll experiment can be found on:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41jSdOQQpv0
This capacity for theory of mind seems to be related to empathy – or perhaps, correctly speaking, sympathy. To
act with compassion towards another human being.
In the context of right hemisphere dynamics, McGilchrist summarises theory of mind thus:

The right hemisphere plays an important role in what is known as ‘theory of mind’, a capacity to put oneself in
another’s position and see what is going on in that person’s mind202. This capacity emerges in primates along with selfrecognition and self-awareness, and is closely linked to it203. It is the capacity that children do not fully acquire until the
age of four (though elements are probably present from 12 to 18 months), and which autistic children never acquire204.
McGilchrist 2009 p 57
Italics added
References:
202 See McGilchrist 2009 pp 472-473 for the multiple references cited
203 e.g. Gallup 1982
204 Gopmik & Meltzoff 2006; Ritblatt 2000
205 Baron-Cohen, Leslie& Firth 1985

McGilchrist’s book: “The Master and His Emissary – The Divided Brain and the Making of the Western
World” suggests that the western world in recent centuries has, as it were, been hijacked by a Left
Brain perspective of ourselves and the world. [McGilchrist 2009].
 However, there can be a tendency to over-simplify matters of hemispheric
specialisation. We need both hemispheres, and their inter-relations are complex; and we
need both for a wholesome theory of mind.
If /
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Theory of Mind
Continued
See also related
web-articles:
B2 and B5

If we go for a walk, or better still, a walking meditation, this will be activating aspects of both
the left and right hemisphere. If we decide to do an Autogenic Standared Exercise sequence, this will
be having an effect on both the right and the left hemisphere. At the same time, it will normally be
associated with increased PSNS afferent activity; these PSNS afferent neurons terminate in the Left
Anterior Insular Cortex, and are associated with increased positive affect [Craig 2015]. In this way they
will facilitate theory of mind, compassion, and empathy / sympathy.
At the same time, Meditation / Autogenic Training increases EEG activity in the Left Frontal Lobe
[Goleman 2003 p 12; Davidson 2003A; Davidson 2003B pp 194; 335], and is associated with a
reduction in amygdala activity in terms of anxiety / FEAR and anger / RAGE [Gross 2002; Delgado et al
2008; Cahn & Polich 2006].
Some of these dynamics are illustrated in the Figure below, taken from the website article B5:
Emotions, Frontal Lobe Dynamics, and Autogenic Training in the context of autonomic afferent
lateralisation.

Suggested model
based on research:
Autogenic State
increases Left
Frontal Lobe EEG
Activity, and this
then acts as an
antidote to the
Toxic states (e.g.
RAGE-, anger;
FEAR-) associated
with Right Frontal
Lobe activity.
In addition, the
associated
increased PSNS
afferent activity
will facilitate
positive affect,
sympathy /
(empathy).

Frontal Lobe dynamics and emotions 3

Right Frontal
Lobe activity
from
e.g.
RAGE-circuits
is
modulated
and reduced
by virtue
of the
already existing

Left Frontal
Lobe
activity in
Autogenic State
modulating
EONS

EONS: Emotional
Operating NeuroCircuits or Systems
(Panksepp 1998)

LFL activity
SALML-2005

Note that the
research by
Davidson 2005
suggests that
Meditation also
improves immune
function.

Figure 3
Figure imported from Sunday morning sketch 15.10.2005

Glossary Figure G8-3AToM
EEG frontal lobe activity associated with Meditative / Autogenic type
states in the context of Theory of Mind
[From Figure 3 of web-article B5 where the figure is called: “Left Frontal Lobe EEG activity associated
with Positive Emotions / Meditative-type states and down regulating RFL activity associated with
toxic emotions”]

➢

It is suggested that the dynamics illustrated in the above figure will facilitate Theory of Mind and compassion.
If we are angry, irritated, or fearful, it is much more difficult for us to show sympathy / empathy towards others.
 Mental Training, on the other hand, facilitates increased PSNS afferent activity and so
increased positive affect, compassion [CARE], sympathy, and wholesome SEEKING.

See also Veil of Ignorance
To Me /
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To me or not to me
In the context of
Autogenic Standard
Exercises
See also discussion
under
Authentic Self

Schultz had suggested that as we develop our skills in Autogenic Training, we can consider omitting the
determiner “my” in the Standard Autogenic Exercise – e.g. rather than:
o “My Right (or Left) Arm is Heavy”, we simply say:
o “Right (left) Arm Heavy. [Wallnöfer’s terminology – 2014 /Spring 2016 BAS Newsletter p 13].
Schultz saw this as part of the process of Self-Realisation – and so of “de-selfing” [Wallnöfer op cit].
When teaching Autogenic Training, I tend to omit the “my” after Session 2 or 3. However, we need to have a
flexible approach, especially when dealing with those learning AT who may have low self-esteem and who may
not have had a secure base. In these situations, the student embarking on learning AT may have a fragile ego
[see, for example, Winnicott’s “Ego Integration in Child Development – Winnicott 1962]. In this context, de
Rivera’s comments are salutary:
There is some discussion on whether the autogenic formulas should contain the possessive determiner
“my”. Vedantic minded masters argue that, if the final purpose of meditation is transcending the ego
and achieving the final dissolution of self is nirvana, the use of pronouns and possessive determiners
would retard the process. My point is that, to transcend the ego, you need first to have an ego and
take full possession of it. Autogenics begins by owning the cognitive process of your internal world
and finally owning your position in the universe. Once you achieve this, you may worry about nirvana
and dissolving the ego.
de Rivera 2017 footnote 68 page 200

In the context of the Standard Exercises, it is helpful to use the “my....” initially; and then it can be left
to the student for what feels Autogenic and appropriate for them. Having said that, the Standard
Exercise “It Breathes Me” is hinting at processes beyond ‘me’ and ‘my’.
As the student progresses in her or his Autogenic skills, there will be an increase in PSNS afferent
activity and the activation of CARE and nurturing circuits. This will facilitate the realisation of InterBeing.
Toxic Trio
Adapted from
Glossary of E-03

Primary Process
Emotions are not
per se positive or
negative, good or
bad.
Toxic problems can
arise, however,
depending upon
how we respond
neo-cortically to
these ancient
Emotional
Operating Neuro
Circuits.
See also de Rivera
2017

Human suffering is deeply rooted in both our neuro-physiology and in the assumptions that we make about the
world. Ekman [Ekman et al 200527] wrote a wonderfully succinct article about human suffering (dukha) which
focused particularly on what are regarded as the Toxic Trio, which are:
• Hatred and Ill-will towards others;
• Craving; and
• The delusion that we have a permanent separate self. [In reality, nothing exists in
isolation; everything is interlinked with everything else – see, for example, Capra
& Luigi Luis 2014 ].
Hatred, and ill-will towards others, can be seen in terms of neo-cortical elaborations of the primary process
emotions RAGE and FEAR [Panksepp 1998] – see Glossary Figure G-10 of web-article E-03. Hatred and ill-will
towards others may also develop as transgenerational negative Habit Energies / Procedural Learned Tendencies –
especially if our parents have had such states passed down to them.
o

Craving, in the sense of ego-motivated craving, can be seen in terms of a toxic manifestation of the
SEEKING system.

In Buddhist psychology it is considered that the idea that we have a permanent separate self is a delusion. This
can be a slippery and difficult concept to grasp. Behind this is the idea that we are full of non-self elements, like
the sun, the clouds, rain, and elements from long-extinct stars (e.g. the iron in our blood / haemoglobin). So if we
are full of these non self aspects of our planet and the cosmos, then this means we are empty of a fixed self. We
inter-are with everything else (see Inter-Being).
The essence of the ancient understanding of the inter-relatedness of all is beautifully illustrated in the Diamond
Sutra:
In the house of Indra there is said to be a pearl so arranged that if you look at one you see all
the others reflected in it. In the same way, each object in the world is not merely itself but
involves every other object, and in fact is every other object.
Quoted by Zohar 1990 p 56
Wholesome Mental Training will lead to a reduction of SNS afferent activity and thier associated negative / toxic
emotions; at the same time it will lead to an increase in PSNS activity, and thus to positive emotions [Craig 2015)
such as CARE, nurturing, PLAY [Panksepp 1998], and compassion.

27

See references [Ekman, Paul; Davidson, Richard J.; Ricard, Matthieu; and Wallace, B. Alan: 2005. Buddhist and Psychological
Perspectives on Emotions and Well-Being. April 2005; Current Directions in Psychological Science: Vol. 14; 2; page 59 – 63]
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Trance Like
States
Adapted from
Glossary of Ross
2010

See also:
Rossi 1991
Rossi 2002

It is suggested that during a therapeutic session (especially in a Rossi type therapeutic session) we enter into a
trance like state. In this state we are probably increasingly activating the Right Hemisphere with associated
holistically orientated and creative thinking: this may then lead to the breakthrough / insight to resolve the crisis
that we have entered, which follows a realisation that we are in a muddle (cognitive dissonance).
o Such a trance like state may also occur during the rest period of Rossi’s Basic Rest Activity Cycle [Rossi
1991]: and thus also lead to new insights and understandings.
Certain new understandings / insights have come to me when I have been in such a state, and in one of the
chapters of ‘Autogenic Dynamics – Stress, Affect Regulation, and Autogenic Therapy’ I specifically refer to this
[Ross 2010: Esssay 3: Biological Rhythms, Gene Expression, and Healing with reference to Autogenic Therapy and
Learning Theory (Based on the work of Ernest L. Ross) pp 97-136].

Transcendent
Function /
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Transcendent
Function
Imported from
Ross 2010
glossary with
some minor
changes

A term used by Carl Gustav Jung.
Jung became aware that a number of his patients came to an impasse in their lives, in which there seemed to
be no solution, no resolution.
Here and there it happened in my practice that a patient grew beyond the dark possibilities within himself,
and the observation of the fact was an experience of foremost importance to me. In the meantime, I had
learned to see that the greatest and most important problems of life are all fundamentally insoluble. They
must be so, because they express the necessary polarity inherent in every self-regulating system. They can
never be solved, only outgrown. I therefore asked myself whether this possibility of outgrowing, that is,
further psychic development, was not the normal thing, and therefore remaining stuck in a conflict was
what was pathological. Everyone must possess a higher level, at least in embryonic form, and, in favourable
circumstances, must be able to develop the possibility. When I examined the way development of those
persons who, quietly, and as if unconsciously, grew beyond themselves, I saw that their fates had something
in common. Whether arising from without or within, the new thing came to all those persons from a dark
field of possibilities; they accepted it and developed further by means of it. It seemed to me typical that
some took the new thing from outside themselves, others from within; or rather, that it grew into some
persons from without, and into others from within. But the new thing was never something that came
exclusively either from within or without. If it arose from outside, it became a deeply subjective experience;
if it arose from within, it became an outer event. In no case was it conjured into existence through purpose
and conscious willing, but rather seemed to be born on the stream of time.
Jung 1931 (1962); pp 91-92
(Jung’s introduction to: “The Secret of the Golden Flower”
So here Jung is almost implying that the resolution could come with time by not forcing the matter; almost
through wu-wei.
Jung also seems to be implying that it is the remaining “stuck in a conflict” that may give rise to mental
pathology; in the long run, a new synthesis, a new meaning, may arise out of the conflict, out of the dilemma.
Some aspects of the transcendent function include reconciling what appear to be irreconcilable polarities. This
may include a radical revision of the ego, and a moving away from an ego-centric position to one that embraces the
Self; the Self being a much wider and all embracing concept than the ego. The Self includes the whole of the psyche,
both conscious and unconscious parts. The unconscious parts include both the personal unconscious and the
collective unconscious: the collective unconscious is linked in with archetypes and archetypal images which seem to
be universal throughout humans, whatever their ethnic and cultural origins. (These archetypal images may arise in
dreams, for example.)
The individuation process, which at times is linked in with the concept of the transcendent function, includes
coming to terms with aspects of our own shadow – or unacknowledged unconscious aspects of our psyche, which we
may tend to project onto others. Part of the individuation process involves both recognising – and withdrawing –
these projections.
Jung was himself wary of saying too much about the transcendent function because it is a unique experience
for each individual; and he was concerned that too much explicit information might lead some to think that the
process could be learned by applying a particular technique. The extract from Jung’s commentary on the Secret of
the Golden Flower makes it clear that it can only come about through the passage of time – and in a non-forced way.
It could be argued that some aspects of Rossi’s therapeutic work – and indeed his Four-Stage model of the
creative / psychotherapeutic process – overlap with some aspects of the Transcendent Function. In particular, some
of his therapeutic models / approaches using, for example, the arms and hands to represent say an unresolved
emotional issue within one hand, and a healing dynamic arising from deep within the person’s being represented by
the other hand, can be seen as a symbolic representation of two polarities – and the therapeutic outcomes can
sometimes be quite dramatic and life enhancing (Rossi 2002; pp 425-479). [The new perspective that can arise here
is, of course, not through purpose or “conscious willing”.] We should remember also that Jung on occasions
advocated therapeutic work being done through drawing / painting / movement.
Jung felt that we could only become our unique selves through the individuation process; and this process
involves going with our own flow: which may not always be that of our society or culture.
To individuate, in the full Jungian meaning of the term, is to defy the tyranny of received
opinion, to disengage from the banal symbols of mass culture and to comfort the primordial
symbols of the collective unconscious – in one’s own unique way. Only thus does one become individual, a separate, indivisible unity or whole.
Stevens, 1990; p 199.
The inference from the perspective of the present essay could be that if we have had a secure base, it may be
easier for us to individuate, which is close I think to Schultz’s Self Realisation, than if we have not had a secure base.
On the other hand, a difficult start in life can be a stimulus to great self-development and Jen [e.g. Doty 2016 (Into the
Magic Shop – A neurosurgeons Quest to Discover the Mysteries of the Brain and the Secrets of the Heart) ].
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Trophotropic
system

See also:
Ergotropic
System

The biological system described by Walter Hess that is concerned with energy conservation in the
context of Rest, Repair, Recuperation and nurturing.
o Tropho: Greek for nutrition, nourishment; and so, by extrapolation nurturing.
o Tropic: Greek for turning towards; develop in response…
This system is associated with activation of the PSNS, and thus with Mental Training such as Autogenic
Training.
It is a term that was used by Schultz and Luthe:
Trophotropic: term used by W.R. Hess, having to do with those mechanisms which
physiologically belong to recuperation (German: Erholung), protective mechanisms,
unloading, restitution of achievement capacity (German: Leistungsfähigkeit),
normalisation and healing.
See ergotropic
Schultz & Luthe 1969: Vol 1 p 238
Nurturing and maternal care are closely connected with this system. On the other hand, if a child
grows up in a dysfunctional environment associated with physical or psychological abuse, then the
child’s default physiological dynamics will be related to the ergotropic system of flight / fight / freeze.
In terms of Autonomic Afferent activation:
❖ Ergotropic dynamics will be associated with increased SNS afferent activity, which can be
associated with increased negative affect [Craig 2015].
❖ Trophotropic dynamics will be associated with increased PSNS afferent activity and the
associated increased positive affect [Craig 2015].
See also de Rivera 2017 pp 54-55; Hess 1949.

Tri-Une Brain
Tri = three;
+ unus = one;
i.e. the three in
one brain

Adapted from
Glossary of Ross
2010; and E-03 on
website

A concept developed by Paul MacLean (MacLean 1952; 1990) in an attempt to understand various aspects of the
brain in animals – including especially mammals and primates. From an evolutionary perspective, we can see the
brain as having three parts:
i.

The Reptilian Brain: this is the 'deepest' and most ancient part of the brain and includes the basal ganglia
(the extra-pyramidal motor system). This processes basic motor (movement) behaviour – including
behavioural responses related to fear, anger and sexuality.
ii. The Limbic System (Old Mammalian Brain): includes newer circuits and 'programs' related to various social
emotions such as the Primary Process Emotions (e.g. maternal acceptance; CARE and nurturing; social
bonding; separation distress; and rough and tumble PLAY).
iii. Neo- mammalian Brain (the Neo-Cortex): The most recent part of the brain to develop in evolutionary
terms. The Neo-cortex is influenced by the Emotional-Operating-Neural circuits of i. and ii above, and can
influence them to some extent (by various appraisal processes). The Neo-cortex does not itself generate
emotions – which can only arise through the sub-cortical structure (i.e. i. and ii.) [Panksepp 1998]. The
Feelings that we have that arise from the emotional-operating-circuits are mainly dependent upon the neocortex, and especially the Frontal and Pre-Frontal Lobes. [As does consciousness itself; but consciousness is
also dependent upon the more ancient sub-cortical structures.]
o The Frontal Lobes of the neo-cortex (especially the Pre-Frontal Cortex) – with their many connections
to various parts of the brain including the Cingulate Cortex and the Amygdala – have many crucial
functions, including modulating social interactions, meaning and ethical considerations.
.
The above is based on: Panksepp 1998; MacLean 1990; Gross 2002; Damasio 2003; Goleman 2003. MacLean's
concept was an elaboration of that of Papez 1937 [ref. Panksepp 1998 p 351].

Veil of Ignorance/
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Veil of Ignorance

This is a concept devloped by John Rawls in his “A Theory of Justice” [Rawls 1972] which helps us to
develop an equitable morality and ethics in society. It overlaps with theory of mind and empathy /
sympathy. The following extract from Wikipedia gives a brief outline of its essence.

The "veil of ignorance" is a method of determining the morality of political issues proposed in 1971 by
American philosopher John Rawls in his "original position" political philosophy. It is based upon the
following thought experiment: people making political decisions imagine that they know nothing about
the particular talents, abilities, tastes, social class, and positions they will have within a social order. When
such parties are selecting the principles for distribution of rights, positions, and resources in the society in
which they will live, this "veil of ignorance" prevents them from knowing who will receive a given
distribution of rights, positions, and resources in that society. For example, for a proposed society in which
50% of the population is kept in slavery, it follows that on entering the new society there is a 50%
likelihood that the participant would be a slave. The idea is that parties subject to the veil of ignorance will
make choices based upon moral considerations, since they will not be able to make choices based on their
own self- or class-interest.
From Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veil_of_ignorance

If our mind is disturbed, we will not be in mental harmony, and as a result, our ethical decision
making will be disturbed.
Mental Training such as Autogenic Training can harmonise the hemispheres, and so the mind, and
thus faciltiate wholesome decisions – as illustrated in Figure G8-3BV-o-Ig below.

Frontal Lobe dynamics and emotions 3
Suggested model
based on research:
Autogenic State
increases Left
Frontal Lobe
Activity, and this
then acts as an
antidote to the
Toxic states (e.g.
RAGE-, anger;
FEAR-) associated
with Right Frontal
Lobe activity. The
increased PSNS
activity will be
associated with
increased positive
affect [craig 2015],
the trophotropic
system, sympathy
and empathy

Right Frontal
Lobe activity
from
e.g.
RAGE-circuits
is
modulated
and reduced
by virtue
of the
already existing

Left Frontal
Lobe
activity in
Autogenic State
modulating
EONS

LFL activity
SALML-2005

Note that the
research by
Davidson 2005
suggests that
Meditation also
improves immune
function.
EONS: Emotional
Operating NeuroCircuits or Systems
(Panksepp 1998)

Figure 3
Figure imported from Sunday morning sketch 15.10.2005

Glossary Figure G8-3BV-o-Ig
EEG frontal lobe activity associated with Meditative / Autogenic
type states in the context of the Veil of Ignorance
[From Figure 3 of web-article B5 where the figure is called: “ Left Frontal Lobe EEG
activity associated with Positive Emotions / Meditative-type states and down
regulating RFL activity associated with toxic emotions”]

It is suggested that the dynamics illustrated in the above figure will facilitate Theory of Mind and compassion.
o If we are angry, irritated, or fearful, it is much more difficult for us to show sympathy / empathy towards others.
o On the other hand, if our underling neuro-physiology is one of increased PSNS afferents, then sympathy and the
concept of Full Reversibility and Inter-Being will resonate within.
o See also Theory of Mind.
o
Well-Being /
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Well-Being
Adapted from Ross
2010 Glossary

Dr Martin Seligman, a psychologist at the University of Pennsylvania, has been one of the key players
in the development of Positive Psychology in North America.
Seligman suggests that we can regard happiness as embracing three components. Angela Clow,
Professor of psychophysiology at Westminster University, suggests that the concept of Well-Being
may be a better word than happiness for British (as compared with North American) citizens
(Professor Angela Clow in a talk on "Stress, Health and Happiness" at the Edinburgh International
Science Festival on 09.04.2006). So Dr Seligman's definition of happiness can be reframed as WellBeing as follows:
• Pleasure / positive emotion;
• Engaged, goal directed pursuits / occupations. i.e. we are involved in, and committed to,
various pursuits / activities; thus the construct of Well-Being is not one of a passive "happy"
state, but one that also embraces engaged – and I would add mindful – activity.
• Meaning; and / or having a connection to some larger purpose. (This might be, for example, the
ecology of our planet in the context of climate change.) [See also Frankl 1946; 1952].
(Based on and paraphrased from Davidson 2005; with some additions).
.

Thus Well-Being, in its deeper sense, is clearly far more than an individual matter. It also links in with
the concept of the inter-relatedness of all things, and thus mindfulness. In this sense the Well Being
of each individual is intimately linked with the wellbeing of all.
See also A3 on website: “Towards a concept of happiness and well-being”. [www.atdynamics.co.uk]
Wu-wei

A Daoist (Taoist) concept of ‘going with the flow’, and not resisting.

Extract from
Glossary of Ross
2010

Also: 'not acting wilfully'; ‘acting naturally'; or 'non-assertive actions' [e.g.Hall and Ames 2005 p 39].
Perhaps a better feel of wu-wei is given by Capra:

"The term wu-wei is frequently used in Taoist philosophy and means literally ‘non action’. This is quite wrong.
What the Chinese mean by wu-wei is not abstaining from activity but abstaining from a certain kind of activity,
activity that is out of harmony with the ongoing cosmic process. The distinguished sinologist Joseph Needham
defines wu-wei as:
‘refraining from action contrary to nature’
………and justifies his translation with a quotation from Chuang Tzu:
 ‘Non action does not mean doing nothing and keeping silent. Let everything be allowed to do what it
naturally does, so that its nature will be satisfied.’ If one refrains from acting contrary to nature or, as
Needham says, from ‘going against the grain of things’, one is in harmony with the Tao and thus one’s
actions will be successful. This is the meaning of Lao Tzu’s seemingly puzzling statement: ‘By nonaction everything can be done.’
In the Chinese view, then, there seem to be two kinds of activity – activity in harmony with nature and
activity against the natural flow of things. The idea of passivity, the complete absence of any action, is not
entertained."
Capra: 1983; The Turning Point p 20

The concept of “activity in harmony with nature” overlaps with the concept of “Buddha Nature” or “the mind of
Pure Light” [Dalai Lama 1998 pp 200-206 – or better the whole chapter (The Art of Happiness – a handbook for living)].
There are aspects of Autogenic Training that resonate with wu-wei [see Wallnöfer 2000].
Mothers will generally bring up their children best by going with the flow, and doing what they feel inside to be
appropriate. Fashions in child rearing and psychological dogma – as happened around the 1950s (see Part I & II of main
text) – can be dangerous and act against the Well-Being of the mother-child dyad [see also Liedloff 1975: “The
Continuum Concept”].
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9. Thematically linked themes in this Autogenic Dynamics section

A1
A3
A7
A8

The Stress Response, the Relaxation Response, and the Tend-and-Befriend Response
Towards a concept of happiness and well-being
Porges and the Polyvagal Theory – reflections on clinical and therapeutic significance
The Polyvagal Theory and a more sympathetic awareness of the ANS

B2
B3
B3
B5

Reframing, Re-appraisal, and Well-Being
Part l: The Origins of Affect and Affective Neuroscience – and the misplacing of Affect in the neo-cortex
Part ll: Emotional Operating Neuro Circuits – a brief introduction to Panksepp’s model
Emotions, Frontal Lobe Dynamics, and Autogenic Training the context of autonomic afferent
lateralisation (2014 update)

B10
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20

Snakes, Conditional Stimuli, and Equanimity - approaches to treating mind body disturbances
Towards a Growth Mindset – based on the work of Carol S Dweck
Antidotes to Threats our Minds Create – the Soothing and Contentment System
Windows of Affect Tolerance Reflections on Childhood Distress, Procedural Learned Tendencies, and the
Therapeutic Dyad in the context of Primary Process Emotions and the Polyvagal Theory [based on Ogden]
The Space to Choose – reflections on the gap between the stimulus and the response
Reflections on a Secure Base – Bowlby, Ainsworth, Attachment and Well-Being [this essay]
Separation Distress and Well-Being – neuro-physiological reflections on developing a Secure Base

D3
D12

Store Consciousness and Watering our Positive Seeds
Diligence and Well-Being

C3
C6-B
C12

Resonance Circuits, Mirror Neurones, and Mindfulness
Integration and Well Being – Dancing in the Flow of Integration
Presence in Mind – Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being

D1
D10

Reflections on Foundations for Mindful Living
Look at the Cypress Tree

E-03

Look at the Cypress Tree – Autonomic Afferents and Well-Being
(British Autogenic Society Annual Lecture 21st May 2016)

10 References and Sources /
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